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In this work we introduce a symmetry classification for electronic density waves which break translational
symmetry due to commensurate wave-vector modulations. The symmetry classification builds on the concept of
extended point groups: symmetry groups which contain, in addition to the lattice point group, translations that
do not map the enlarged unit cell of the density wave to itself, and become “nonsymmorphic”-like elements.
Multidimensional representations of the extended point group are associated with degenerate wave vectors.
Electronic properties such as (nodal) band degeneracies and topological character can be straightforwardly
addressed, and often follow directly. To further flesh out the idea of symmetry, the classification is constructed so
as to manifestly distinguish time-reversal invariant charge (i.e., site and bond) order, and time-reversal breaking
flux order. For the purpose of this work, we particularize to spin-rotation invariant density waves. As a first example
of the application of the classification we consider the density waves of a simple single- and two-orbital square
lattice model. The main objective, however, is to apply the classification to two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal
lattices, specifically the triangular and the honeycomb lattices. The multicomponent density waves corresponding
to the commensurate M-point ordering vectors are worked out in detail. To show that our results generally apply
to 2D hexagonal lattices, we develop a general low-energy SU(3) theory of (spinless) saddle-point electrons.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.115107

I. INTRODUCTION

Interactions between electrons in solids are responsible
for a large variety of symmetry broken electronic phases.
Unconventional superconductivity and antiferromagnetism
are two canonical examples. From the perspective of weak
coupling, the antiferromagnet is an example of a density wave:
a spatial modulation of electronic spin density characterized by
a finite (generally commensurate) propagation vector, breaking
translational symmetry. In general, apart from spin density,
other observables involving particle-hole pairs such as charge
density, orbital density, or current density can acquire finite
wave-vector modulations and break translational symmetry,
giving rise to many possible unconventional and exotic density
wave states.

A systematic way to study unconventional density waves
is to classify them according to their symmetry properties.
Density wave states are condensates of particle-hole pairs and
can be classified by specifying the angular momentum and spin
of the particle-hole pair [1,2], in close analogy to unconven-
tional superconductivity [3]. For instance, the familiar charge
and spin density waves are both s-wave condensates. Distinct
angular momentum channels are labeled by representations
of the symmetry group of the crystal. In case of particle-hole
condensates, contrary to a superconductor, spin and angular
momentum are not tied together by Fermi statistics.

Knowledge of the symmetry of density wave states is
essential for understanding the properties of materials, in
particular for connecting theory to experiment. In addition,
from a modern condensed matter perspective, determining
the symmetry of an electronic phase is particularly relevant,
as symmetries can give rise to topological electronic states
[4–8]. The presence of a symmetry, such as time-reversal
and/or parity symmetry, can protect or prohibit a topological
phase, which may be either gapped or gapless. A number of
works have specifically explored the role of lattice symmetries

[9–13]. In the context of density wave states, a number
of proposals for realizing interaction-induced topological
particle-hole condensates have been made in recent years
[14–18], which have set the stage for the rapidly growing and
evolving field of interacting topological phases. Motivated by
the exciting possibility of electrons condensing into exotic col-
lective phases, possibly characterized by large nonzero angular
momentum and spontaneously generated charge or spin cur-
rents, in this paper we develop a symmetry analysis of density
waves with finite commensurate wave-vector modulation.

When particle-hole condensation occurs at finite wave
vector, breaking translational symmetry, the crystal symmetry
group is reduced to the group of the wave vector. The
symmetry classification proposed in this paper naturally
takes translational symmetry breaking into account. Instead
of a reduced symmetry group, it is defined in terms of a
symmetry group called the extended point group. The essential
feature of the extended point group can be summarized by
noting that it treats a given set of ordering wave vectors
on similar footing with angular momentum channels. As a
result, extended point groups provide a means to classify
translational symmetry broken density waves, in much the
same way as ordinary point groups provide a means to classify
different angular momentum channels [1–3]. In particular,
multidimensional representations signal degeneracies in both
cases. This property is particularly useful in case of inequiv-
alent but symmetry-related ordering wave vectors. Another
way to think of extended point groups is to consider them as
the point groups of a mathematically enlarged unit cell, i.e.,
a unit cell which supports the physically enlarged unit cell
associated with condensation at given wave vector (or set of
wave vectors). The extended point group contains translations
that do not map the enlarged unit cell to itself. These are the
translations broken by density wave formation.

In the next section we start by introducing the symmetry
classification based on the notion of extended point groups.
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The classification of particle-hole condensates manifestly
distinguishes two types of order: time-reversal invariant charge
order and time-reversal breaking flux order. The former class
consists of diagonal site order of the form � ∼ 〈ψ̂†

i ψ̂i〉 and
off-diagonal bond order of the form � ∼ Re 〈ψ̂†

i ψ̂j 〉, where i,j

label lattice sites. The second class, flux order, corresponds to
dynamically generated orbital currents, i.e., order of the form
� ∼ Im 〈ψ̂†

i ψ̂j 〉. Importantly, instead of the imaginary part of
bond expectation values, the symmetry classification is defined
in terms of fluxes: the sum of phases around a closed lattice
plaquette. This preserves gauge invariance by construction.
In this work, we only consider spin-singlet or spin-rotation
invariant density wave order.

As a simple first example, we revisit the density wave
states of the square lattice by an application of the symmetry
classification. As a second example, we apply the symmetry
classification to a two-orbital square lattice model, which can
be viewed as a basic description of certain iron-pnictide ma-
terials [19,20]. Given these useful examples, our main goal is
to apply the symmetry classification to lattices with hexagonal
symmetry, in particular the triangular and honeycomb lattices.
Hexagonal lattices have two sets of special commensurate
wave vectors: the K and M points. The emphasis will be
on the latter due their special commensurability and threefold
degeneracy. Degeneracies can give rise to multicomponent
orders. We find two sets of M-point density waves common
to lattices with hexagonal symmetry: a set of conventional s

waves (i.e., charge density waves) and a set of time-reversal
odd d waves (charge-current density waves). The mean-field
ground state of the rotationally symmetric triple-M d-wave
state is a Chern insulator.

As a next step, using extended lattice symmetries, we
study the hexagonal M-point density waves focusing only on
relevant low-energy electronic degrees of freedom. This will
allow us to cast the results demonstrated for the triangular
and honeycomb lattices in a more general form. Due to
the threefold degeneracy of the M points, the low-energy
electrons come in three flavors. We obtain and discuss the low-
energy SU(3) theory governing these three-flavor electrons.
In particular, it is straightforward to demonstrate that s- and
d-density waves correspond to nesting instabilities. We address
the quasiparticle gap structures of these density waves and
show that the triple-M d-wave state is always associated with
nonzero Chern number.

We summarize the organization of this paper as follows. In
Sec. II, the symmetry classification is defined and applied to the
square lattice (Secs. II A and II B). In Sec. III, the symmetry
classification is applied to the hexagonal lattices, including
a further characterization of selected density wave states. In
Sec. IV, the analysis is complemented by focusing on the
relevant low-energy degrees of freedom. We summarize and
conclude in Sec. V. A number of appendixes collect details of
results presented in the main text.

II. SYMMETRY CLASSIFICATION OF CONDENSATES

Condensation of particle-hole pairs at finite commensurate
wave vector implies the breaking of translational symmetry
and an enlargement of the crystal unit cell. To develop a

classification that takes this feature into account in a systematic
way, we describe the system in terms of a mathematically
enlarged unit cell, chosen so as to support the physically
enlarged unit cell of the density waves we want to study. The
choice of the mathematically enlarged unit cell is determined
by the ordering wave vectors relevant to the particular physical
system. All possible patterns of translational symmetry break-
ing can then be described within the new enlarged unit cell.
The symmetry group of the (mathematically) enlarged unit
cell is the extended point group, which consists of all point
group elements of the Bravais lattice supplemented with the
translations that do not map the enlarged unit cell onto itself,
i.e., the translations that can be broken in the density wave state.
As a result, these are an extension of the ordinary point groups
with additional composite elements. Naturally, the extended
point group depends on the set of ordering vectors.

As an example, consider ordering at wave vector �Q =
(π,π ) of the square lattice. This breaks the translation T (�a1)
over the unit vector �a1 and doubles the unit cell. Clearly, the
translation T (�a1) does not map the doubled unit cell onto itself,
but instead connects the two sites of the enlarged cell. The
translations T (�a1 + �a2) and T (�a1 − �a2) do map the doubled
unit cell to itself and generate the group of unbroken (or
invariant) translations. Adding T (�a1) to the square point group
C4v gives the extended group C ′

4v , where one prime is meant
to indicate that one translation has been added. The group C ′

4v

is the symmetry group of the enlarged unit cell, and is treated
as any other ordinary point group. In particular, its character
table follows from its algebraic structure. Note that in the
extended group C ′

4v the translation T (�a1) is its own inverse
since 2T (�a1) is an invariant translation. Similarly, T (�a2) is
equivalent to T (�a1) as it can be written as T (�a1) − T (�a1 − �a2).
In Appendix F, we collect some point group essentials,
specifically in relation to extended point groups, and list
character tables of symmetry groups.

In our classification we distinguish three types of orderings:
site (or charge) order, bond order, and flux order. Flux order
originates from imaginary bond order amplitudes breaking
time-reversal symmetry, but since we only aim to distinguish
gauge inequivalent orders, we define time-reversal breaking
orders by fluxes. We adopt a real-space lattice approach to
classify all types of ordering according to lattice symmetry.
The set of ordering vectors, specified a priori, determines
the size of the (mathematically) enlarged unit cell. In this
work we will consider cases where the unit cell is at most
quadrupled. The enlarged unit cell contains ns sites {si}ns

i=1,
nb bonds {bi}nb

i=1, and nφ fluxes {φi}nφ

i=1. The fluxes φi are
associated with each plaquette of the lattice. The extended
point group operations g permute the elements of the vectors
�s, �b, and �φ. Writing the permutation matrix as P s(g), and
similarly for bonds and fluxes, we have (repeated indices are
summed)

s ′
i = P s

ij (g)sj , b′
i = P b

ij (g)bj , φ′
i = P

φ

ij (g)φj . (1)

It is important to bear in mind that fluxes change sign under
reflections, and therefore elements of P φ(g) acquire a minus
sign when g is a reflection. In each of the three cases the set of
all permutations defines a representation of the extended point
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group, which we call Ps for site order and similarly for bond
and flux order.

The representationsPs ,Pb, andPφ are reducible and can be
decomposed into a sum of irreducible representations. We take
this decomposition to define the symmetry classification of all
particle-hole condensates of a given type of order. Specif-
ically, the particle-hole condensates are basis functions of
the irreducible representations. The transformation properties
of the condensates under lattice symmetries directly follow
from the symmetry of the representation. In particular, the
dimensionality of the representation is equal to the number
of symmetry-related partner density waves. Therefore, the
construction in terms of symmetry representations is useful
to study degeneracies and multiple-Q ordering scenarios.

Even though the classification itself is defined in terms of a
real-space construction, ultimately we are interested in explicit
momentum-space expressions of particle-hole condensates, in
order to, for instance, study mean-field Hamiltonians. The
symmetry classification serves this purpose by providing an
exhaustive list of all condensates supported by the ordering
vectors, which are obtained using a simple and straightforward
construction. The symmetry properties of the condensates,
automatically delivered by the classification, can be used to
derive the condensate functions systematically, even though in
simple cases they follow directly. In addition, the distinction
between time-reversal even and gauge invariant time-reversal
odd orderings is naturally formulated in the real-space con-
struction. A further benefit of the present classification is that
the symmetry of density waves, labeled by representations
of the symmetry group, can be directly used to derive phe-
nomenological Landau theories. Phenomenological models
can be derived and analyzed simply based on the symmetry
of the order parameter, and do not require knowledge of
condensate functions. In particular, multicomponent Landau
theories typically give rise to distinct composite or subsidiary
orders, which can be directly obtained using the symmetry
classification. This will be demonstrated below in the context
of a simple example (Sec. II B).

The extended point group structure is hierarchical in the
sense that the bare point group (without translations) is a proper
subgroup. Therefore, all representations of the extended point
group can be decomposed into representations of the bare point
group. This decomposition contains information regarding the
spectral effects of the density waves, as we will see in the
following. Furthermore, this decomposition can be used to
define and study multiple-Q ordering in case the extended
point group representation describes inequivalent wave-vector
components.

We now apply the symmetry classification to a single-
and two-orbital square lattice model. The next section is then
devoted to the triangular and honeycomb lattices.

A. Application I: Simple square lattice

The starting point is fixing the ordering vectors. We consider
the set of ordering vectors given by the three momenta

�Q = π

a
(1,1), �X = π

a
(1,0), �Y = π

a
(0,1), (2)

q0

Γ
kx

ky

kx

kyQ

X

Y

FIG. 1. (Left) Brillouin zone (BZ) of the square lattice. The
momenta �Q = π (1,1)/a, �X = π (1,0)/a, and �Y = π (0,1)/a are
marked by bold red dots. (Right) Red rotated square inscribed in the
square lattice BZ marks the nested Fermi surface at half-filling. Inner
black square represents the reduced Brillouin zone for multiple-Q
ordering and �q0 = (π,π )/2a denotes the location of the degeneracy
point of the dx2−y2 density wave state.

which are shown in Fig. 1. Each of these ordering vectors
is half of a reciprocal lattice vector, e.g., 2 �Q = 0, which
is an expression of their commensurability. The unit cell
is quadrupled and as a consequence the three translations
T (�a1), T (�a2), and T (�a3) ≡ T (�a1 + �a2) become members of
the extended square symmetry group C ′′′

4v . The character table
of C ′′′

4v is reproduced in Appendix F [21].
The enlarged unit cell of the square lattice has ns = nφ = 4

and nb = 8. Using the recipe of the symmetry classification,
we construct the permutation representations Ps , Pb, and Pφ

and decompose into irreducible representations. For site order
we find the following decomposition:

Ps = A1 + B ′
2 + E5. (3)

The first term is the trivial representation. The second and
third terms are representations specific to C ′′′

4v and correspond
to translational symmetry breaking. From the symmetry of the
B ′

2 state we see that it describes site order at wave vector �Q,
i.e., a staggered charge density wave. The representation E5

is two dimensional and describes a doublet of striped charge
orderings with wave vectors �X and �Y .

In case of bond order, we find that Pb is decomposed as

Pb = A1 + B1 + E′
1 + E3 + E5. (4)

The square lattice unit cell (as opposed to the enlarged one)
contains two bonds and the first to terms A1 + B1 describe
the translationally invariant bond modulations. The remaining
representations correspond to translational symmetry breaking
and are all two dimensional. The E′

1 doublet is a set of
staggered p waves with ordering vector �Q. The E5 doublet
is symmetry equivalent to the site ordered doublet of stripes
with ordering vectors �X and �Y .

For the flux order representation Pφ we find the decompo-
sition

Pφ = A2 + A′
2 + E2. (5)

The fluxes necessarily break time-reversal and reflection sym-
metries, which explains the absence of a fully invariant term
A1. The representation A′

2 corresponds to a state of staggered
fluxes with ordering vector �Q and d-wave (dx2−y2 ) structure.
This staggered flux or d-density wave has a long history in the
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TABLE I. Summary of the square lattice symmetry classification
of particle-hole condensates with (at most) quadrupled unit cell.
Condensates are labeled by the representation of the extended point
group. Their angular momentum, ordering vector, and transformation
under time reversal � are listed. (Note that the origin is chosen at the
center of a square plaquette.)

Representation Angular momentum Q vector �

A′
1 dxy

�Q +
A′

2 dx2−y2 �Q −
B ′

2 s wave �Q +
E′

1 p wave �Q +
E2 p wave �X, �Y −
E3 p wave �X, �Y +

context of spin liquid [22,23] and cuprate pseudogap physics
[24]. The doublet E2 corresponds to staggered flux stripes with
wave vectors �X and �Y .

The bond ordered states of Eq. (4) derive from bonds
connecting nearest-neighbor sites. We can apply the same
method to the diagonal bonds, connecting next-nearest neigh-
bors. Including the diagonal bonds in the bond vector �b yields
the decomposition

Pb = 2A1 + B1 + B2 + A′
1 + B ′

2 + E′
1 + E2 + 2E3 + E5.

The state with A′
1 symmetry has d-wave (dxy) structure and

ordering vector �Q. It is the time-reversal even d-wave partner
of the flux ordered state with A′

2 symmetry.
The notable density wave states of this example are

summarized in Table I. To conclude this example of square
lattice density waves, we demonstrate how symmetry can
be used to identify topologically nontrivial states. In two
dimensions and disregarding spin, the most common nontrivial
state is the Chern-insulating state. Time-reversal symmetry and
reflection symmetry each force the Chern number to be zero
[11] and we are therefore limited to flux ordered states. The
A′

2 state is odd under all reflections (see Appendix F for C ′′′
4v

character table) but it is even under reflections combined with
a translation T (�a1), which is sufficient to enforce zero Chern
number. Equivalently, time-reversal symmetry is preserved up
to a translation. Similarly, one cannot form a flux ordered
state out of the two E2 partners which manifestly breaks all
reflections. As a result, a Chern-insulating state cannot be
formed within a single density wave channel.

We can alternatively consider mixed representation states.
Inspection of the characters of the representations A′

1 (dxy) and
A′

2 (dx2−y2 ) leads to the conclusion that a combination of these
breaks time-reversal symmetry and all reflections. Hence, a
d + id state can have nonzero Chern number. Both d waves
have semimetallic gapless spectra, a combination of the two of
the form d + id has a gapped mean-field spectrum. One can
start from the (imaginary) dx2−y2 state and show that admixture
of the (real) dxy state gaps out the nodal degeneracies, or
vice versa. Indeed, the resulting insulating state has nonzero
Chern number and is associated with a spontaneous quantum
Hall (QH) effect [25,26]. In addition, it was shown that when
the spin degree of freedom is included, the spin-dependent

superposition d + iσd describes a quantum spin Hall phase
[17,27].

B. Application II: Two-orbital square lattice

As a second example, we consider a modified square lattice
model with an internal orbital degree of freedom. To be
concrete, we take a square lattice with |xz〉 and |yz〉 orbitals
at each site. This may be considered as the simplest two-
orbital model capturing the essential features of iron-pnictide
materials [19,20].

We focus on ordering at the same ordering vectors as in the
previous example. Due to the two orbitals per site, the number
of sites is effectively doubled. In constructing the permutation
representation Ps the transformation of the orbital degree
of freedom has to be taken into account. The two orbitals
{|xz〉,|yz〉} are odd under twofold rotation, however, since we
are interested in density wave order, the sign change should
not be accounted for. What is important is whether a symmetry
exchanges the orbitals. The fourfold rotation and the diagonal
reflection exchange the two orbitals. Keeping this in mind we
construct Ps and find

Ps = A1 + B1 + B ′
2 + A′

2 + 2E5. (6)

Before we proceed, we should note that this result is basis
dependent. Basis dependence is a consequence of including
the orbital degree of freedom. We have chosen the basis
{|xz〉,|yz〉}, which diagonalizes the vertical reflections, but
we could have chosen the basis |±〉 = |xz〉 ± |yz〉, which
diagonalizes the diagonal reflections. Alternatively, we can
choose the basis | ± i〉 = |xz〉 ± i|yz〉, which diagonalizes
the fourfold rotations. Defining the Pauli matrix τ 3 = ±1
to describe the orbital degree of freedom, then the different
basis choices correspond to the condensate expectation value
〈ψ̂†

aψ̂b〉 ∼ τ i
ab. In the basis |±〉 = |xz〉 ± |yz〉 (corresponding

to τ 1), for instance, the site order decomposition reads as

P ′
s = A1 + B2 + B ′

2 + A′
1 + E4 + E5. (7)

The representations E4,5 both describe two-component charge
density modulations with wave vector �X and �Y . In Eqs. (6) and
(7), one of the two-component representations also has orbital
density modulations (given by τ 3 and τ 1, respectively). In the
spin channel (i.e., multiplying by σ 3) these two-component
representations would correspond to the spin density waves
observed in the iron-pnictide materials [28]. The representa-
tion B ′

2 is easily seen to describe a charge density wave with
wave vector �Q (see Table I), and corresponds to a composite
order associated with a collinear biaxial spin density wave [29]
. Within the present approach, this may be seen from taking
the product E5 × E5 = A1 + B1 + A′

2 + B ′
2, similarly for E4.

The bond order representation depends on which bonds are
included. For simplicity, we consider only nearest-neighbor
bonds, which for the {|xz〉,|yz〉} orbitals implies that only
intraorbital bond connections are possible. The permutation
representation is then constructed and decomposed as

Pb = 2A1 + 2B1 + 2E′
1 + 2E3 + 2E5. (8)

It is worth mentioning the B1 term, which does not correspond
to translational symmetry breaking, but instead breaks the
fourfold rotations. As a result, it corresponds to the composite
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K+K−

K−

kx
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kx

ky

M1
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FIG. 2. (Left) Large black hexagon is the Brillouin zone (BZ) of
hexagonal lattices. Bold red dots denote the M points and the red
hexagon connecting these M points is the Fermi surface at van Hove
filling. Small black hexagon denotes the folded BZ corresponding to
unit cell quadrupling. (Right) Hexagonal BZ with blue dots denoting
the K points, and the small (rotated) black hexagon is the reduced
BZ corresponding to ordering at �K±.

nematic order associated with magnetic fluctuations [30–35].
That nematic order is accompanied with orbital order may be
seen from (6): the B1 term corresponds to orbital order.

Since we restricted this simple example to intraorbital
bonds, each square plaquette has two fluxes. The flux order
decomposition reads as

Pφ = A2 + B2 + A′
2 + B ′

2 + 2E2. (9)

We single out the term with A′
2 symmetry, which is a d-density

wave at wave vector �Q (see Table I). Comparing symmetries
we find that it corresponds to the composite order parameter
associated with a spin-vortex crystal state [29]. Showing this
explicitly within the present framework would require a more
careful consideration of spin, which is beyond the scope of
this work.

III. MULTICOMPONENT DENSITY WAVES
OF HEXAGONAL LATTICES

We now come to the main aim of this paper: application
of the symmetry classification to the hexagonal triangular and
honeycomb lattices. In the first part of this section, we apply the
symmetry classification introduced in the previous section to
both cases. We will be primarily concerned with the threefold
degenerate M-point ordering vectors and we only give a brief
description of honeycomb lattice K-point density waves. The
honeycomb lattice K points are special because the Dirac
nodes are located at these momenta [36]. The Dirac nodes
are protected by the symmetries of the K-point little group
C3v , and can only be gapped by lowering the symmetry, or by
coupling the two nodes (i.e., breaking translational symmetry).
In the second part, we take a closer look at the properties of the
density wave states with M-point modulation that correspond
to nesting and Pomeranchuk instabilities at special filling.

A. Symmetry classification applied to hexagonal lattices

The BZ of hexagonal lattices, shown in Fig. 2, has two sets
of special momenta (apart from the zone center 	). These are
(i) the corners of the hexagon (i.e., the K points), and (ii) the
centers of the edges (i.e., the M points). All of these wave
vectors give rise to commensurate orderings.

The first set of ordering vectors consists of the inequivalent
M-point vectors, which we label �Mμ, μ = 1,2,3. They are
shown in Fig. 2 (left) and given by

�M1,3 = π

a
√

3
(±

√
3,1), �M2 = 2π

a
√

3
(0, − 1). (10)

The M-point momenta are half of a reciprocal lattice vector
(2 �Mμ = 0), and are related by ± �M1 ± �M2 ± �M3 = 0. To
describe ordering at the M-point wave vectors we need to
consider a quadrupled the unit cell. Three translations are
broken and added to the point group, yielding the extended
group C ′′′

6v [37].
The triangular and the honeycomb lattice band structures

have the property that the Fermi surface is perfectly nested
for specific filling fractions, assuming only nearest-neighbor
hopping. For the triangular lattice the special filling is n = 3

4 ,
whereas for the honeycomb lattice it is n = 1

2 ± 1
8 . The nesting

vectors are �Mμ, which connect the van Hove singularities
located at �Mμ since �M1 = �M2 − �M3 (similarly for other
combinations). Therefore, condensation at these wave vectors
is directly related to nesting instabilities of the triangular and
honeycomb lattices.

The second set, the K points, consists of two inequivalent
momenta �K+ and �K−, which are shown in Fig. 2 (right). These
ordering vectors satisfy 2 �K+ = �K− and 3 �K+ = 0, which
implies �K− = − �K+. In this paper, we only consider K-point
condensation for the honeycomb lattice since the honeycomb
lattice Dirac nodes are located at the K points. Ordering at
the K-point vectors leads to a tripled unit cell and two broken
translations which are added to the point group. The extended
point group of hexagonal lattice K-point ordering is C ′′

6v [38].

1. Triangular lattice

We first take the simplest case of the triangular lattice and
derive all possible M-point orderings. Due to the quadrupling
of the unit cell we have ns = 4, nb = 12, and nφ = 8. The
representations of the extended group C ′′′

6v which reflect the
breaking of translational symmetry are all three dimensional.
This is consistent with the threefold degeneracy of the ordering
vectors �Mμ. For site ordering we find the decomposition

Ps = A1 + F1. (11)

Apart from the trivial A1 state we find three charge density
waves associated with an M-point vector �Mμ which are
components of the representation F1. Since charge density
waves are s-wave states, we can associate the s-wave character
to F1 representation (see Table II).

For triangular lattice bond order we find the decomposition

Pb = A1 + E2 + F1 + F3 + F4, (12)

which, in addition to the trivial state, contains a d-wave doublet
given by E2. These d waves preserve translations and inversion
but break rotational symmetry. The twofold degeneracy of
the d-wave channel is a consequence of hexagonal symmetry.
Nematic Q = 0 order can arise via a Pomeranchuk instability
[39,40]. We find bond density waves with F1 symmetry
and therefore refer to them as extended s-wave states. The
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TABLE II. List of common hexagonal lattice s- and d-wave
density waves at wave vectors Q = 0 and M . The density waves
summarized in this table exist in all hexagonal lattices, the F1 and
F2 representations correspond to the van Hove nesting instabilities in
each case.

Representation Angular momentum Q vector �

E2 d wave �Q = 0 +
F1 s wave �M1, �M2, �M3 +
F2 d wave �M1, �M2, �M3 −

representations F3 and F4 are both odd under inversion and
therefore correspond to states of p-wave type.

Finally, the flux order decomposition is given by

Pφ = A2 + B1 + F2 + F3. (13)

The state with B1 symmetry is an f -wave flux ordered state
which preserves translational invariance. The representation
F2 describes three translational symmetry broken charge-
current d-density waves. These d waves can be viewed as
analogs of the square lattice dx2−y2 state. This will become
clear below, then we study them in more detail (see also Fig. 5).
Of particular interest will be the case of triple-M d-wave
ordering: simultaneous ordering of the three F2 components.
By invoking symmetry we can already predict that triple-M
order has the proper symmetry to support a spontaneous
quantum Hall effect. The representation F2 can be decomposed
into irreducible representations of the subgroup C6v . We
find F2 = A2 + E2 and a chiral state with A2 symmetry is
compatible with nonzero Chern invariant.

2. Honeycomb lattice

We start by deriving the M-point ordered states. The
honeycomb lattice has two triangular sublattices, the A and B

sublattices, and in case of M-point ordering we have ns = 8,
nb = 12, and nφ = 4. For site order we have the decomposition

PM
s = A1 + B2 + F1 + F4. (14)

The appearance of the B2 state is due to the sublattice structure
and corresponds to inversion symmetry breaking sublattice
polarized charge order. The s-wave states with F1 symmetry
are the honeycomb lattice equivalent of the charge density
wave states of the triangular lattice with same symmetry (see
Table II).

The bond order decomposition is the same as for the
triangular lattice and we thus have

PM
b = A1 + E2 + F1 + F3 + F4. (15)

Since both lattices have the same symmetry, the nature of the
states in the decomposition is the same. In particular, the E2

doublet corresponds to honeycomb lattice nematic d waves
and F1 is an s-wave triplet (see Table II).

Honeycomb lattice flux order is decomposed into irre-
ducible representations as

PM
φ = A2 + F2. (16)

The only translational symmetry broken ordering is in the
d-wave channel with F2 symmetry. These orders are the

TABLE III. List of density waves specific to the honeycomb
lattice at wave vectors �Q = 0 and �K±. Note that the f -wave state
originates from next-nearest-neighbor bond order waves. Here, the
τ i are Pauli matrices acting on the honeycomb sublattice degree of
freedom. Note that, for instance, τ 3 has B2 symmetry.

Representation Angular momentum Q vector Sublattice �

B2 s wave �Q = 0 τ 3 +
A2 f wave �Q = 0 τ 3 −
E′

1
�K+, �K− τ 1,τ 2 +

E′
2

�K+, �K− τ 1,τ 2 −
G′ �K+, �K− τ 0,τ 3 +

honeycomb lattice version of the d-wave triangular lattice
orders with F2 symmetry (see Table II). Therefore, our
argument based on symmetry, that a nontrivial ground state
with nonzero Chern number is in principle allowed, applies to
these orders in the same way.

One might wonder whether the Haldane state, the arrange-
ment of fluxes that average to zero over the unit cell [41],
is present in the decomposition. The answer is no since
the Haldane state involves next-nearest-neighbor bonds. We
can, however, obtain the Haldane state by simply using the
results of the triangular lattice, given that the honeycomb
lattice is composed of two triangular sublattices. The Haldane
state is translationally invariant, and the only translationally
invariant triangular flux ordered state has B1 or f -wave
symmetry. Multiplying it with the staggered representation
B2 coming from (14), we obtain a state with A2 symmetry,
which is listed as f -wave state in Table III. It is this staggered
f -wave state that corresponds to the Haldane state. Hence, this
example of the Haldane state shows nicely how the symmetry
classification applied to the triangular lattice may be “nested”
to obtain density waves of the honeycomb lattice (connecting
next-nearest neighbors).

We proceed to apply the symmetry classification to density
wave order at K points. The site, bond, and flux order
representations are decomposed with respect to irreducible
representations of C ′′

6v . For site order we find

PK
s = A1 + B2 + G′, (17)

which only differs with respect to (14) in the translational
symmetry broken part G′, as it should. The representation
G′ is fourfold degenerate and thus describes a set of four
site ordered charge density waves modulated by �K±. In a
low-energy description of the honeycomb lattice Dirac node
electrons, these charge density waves affect the Dirac nodes by
moving them in momentum space, implying that they couple
to the low-energy electrons as gauge fields [42]. This can be
inferred directly from the structure of G′ by decomposing
it into irreducible representations of C6v , giving G′ = E1 +
E2. Both these representations are two dimensional, implying
that they correspond to a two-component gauge field ∼ �A =
(Ax,Ay). Therefore, we directly find the low-energy spectral
effect of these density waves from the symmetry classification.

Bond ordering at the K points is given by the orderings

PK
b = A1 + E2 + E′

1 + G′. (18)
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In addition to the representation G′, the decomposition
contains the doublet E′

1. It describes the two Kékule-type bond
modulation patterns of the honeycomb lattice. Honeycomb
lattice distortions of this type were found to give a complex
mass (i.e., two real degrees of freedom) to the low-energy
Dirac electrons [43]. The real and imaginary parts of the
complex Kékule mass correspond to the two E′

1 states. This
can be established in a straightforward way by deriving the
extended point group symmetry transformation properties of
Dirac fermion bilinears [38,44].

To conclude, we consider flux order with K-point modula-
tions. The flux order decomposition reads as

PK
φ = A2 + E′

2. (19)

The flux order term E′
2 can be considered the time-reversal

breaking version of E′
1 Kékule bond order and describes

modulated flux patterns [16]. Symmetry dictates that these
modulated flux ordered states cannot correspond to Dirac
masses, as there are no mass bilinears with corresponding
symmetry. Instead, in the low-energy theory both E′

2 states lead
to a valley splitting, energetically shifting the Dirac nodes (i.e.,
valleys). This inequivalence of time-reversal related partners
is consistent with time-reversal symmetry breaking implied
by flux order. Decomposing the E′

2 representation in terms of
irreducible C6v representations we find A2 + B2. Both states
are metallic at charge neutrality. Based on simple symmetry
arguments, we know that the A2 state allows for nonzero Hall
conductivity [45] and we therefore identify it as a topological
Fermi liquid, reproducing the result of Ref. [16]. (Note that
the structure of the E′

2 representation is important: the two
basis states labeled A2 and B2 cannot map to each other under
translations.)

The results for K-point order are summarized in Table III.
By applying the symmetry classification to honeycomb lattice
electronic order with K-point modulations, we have demon-
strated how it provides a direct identification and simple
characterization of these orders.

B. Density waves of hexagonal lattices

Next, we take a more detailed look at some of the hexagonal
density waves by writing explicit expressions for the particle-
hole condensates. We select the nematic d waves with E2

symmetry as well as the three-component charge density and
flux density waves with F1 and F2 symmetry. The motivation
for selecting these states is that they correspond to generic
nesting and Pomeranchuk instabilities. This is demonstrated
and explained in the next section.

In case of hexagonal symmetry, the d waves are degenerate
partners of the E2 representation. As a result, a Q = 0 d-wave
condensate is in general a superposition of the two d-wave
form factors. The appropriate triangular lattice L = 2 angular
momentum functions, denoted λd1 (�k) and λd2 (�k), are given in
Table VI of Appendix F, and a general d-wave condensate
takes the form

〈ψ̂†
σ (�k)ψ̂σ ′(�k)〉 = [�1λd1 (�k) + �2λd2 (�k)]δσσ ′ . (20)

Hermiticity requires the two independent order parameters
�1 and �2 to be real. Spin-singlet d-wave order gives rise
to a deformation of the Fermi surface, breaking rotational

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3. Real-space picture of the site order with F1 symmetry.
(a)–(c) Show the components with �M1, �M2, and �M3 modulations,
respectively. (d) Shows equal amplitude triple-M order with A1

symmetry.

symmetry but preserving inversion symmetry. The two
components (�1,�2) therefore constitute a nematic director.
Such nematic Fermi surface deformations originating from a
Pomeranchuk instability have been studied in the context of
doped graphene [40].

Now, let us proceed to the density waves with finite M-point
ordering vectors. We examine the charge density waves with
F1 symmetry and the charge-current (flux) density waves with
F2 in more detail. First, we look at the triangular lattice and
then consider the honeycomb lattice.

There are two kinds of density waves with F1 symmetry: site
(s-wave) and bond (extended s-wave) order. An expression for
the charge density s waves is directly obtained by giving each
component �Mμ (μ = 1,2,3) momentum-independent strength,
expressed as

〈ψ̂†
σ (�k + �Mμ)ψ̂σ ′(�k)〉 = �μ δσσ ′ . (21)

The order parameters �μ must be real. Triple-M order is
realized when all components have equal amplitude, �1 =
�2 = �3. Site order with F1 symmetry is shown in Fig. 3
where (a)–(c) are the three components of F1 and Fig. 3(d)
shows triple-M order. Triple-M order breaks translational
symmetry but preserves all elements of the group C6v . This
follows from decomposing F1 into representations of C6v ,
which gives F1 = A1 + E2. One can take the A1 term to define
triple-M order.

To obtain the condensate functions of F1 bond order we
consider momentum-dependent form factors transforming as
representations of the little group of each �Mμ. Taking �M1 as an
example, the (extended) s ′-wave functions are given by cos k2

and cos k1 + cos k3 (where ki = �k · �ai). Only cos k2 is consis-
tent with time-reversal symmetry according to arguments out-
lined in Appendix B [specifically Eq. (B2)]. A similar analysis
applies to �M2 and �M3, and in terms of the condensate functions
�μ(�k) defined by 〈ψ̂†

σ (�k + �Mμ)ψ̂σ ′(�k)〉 = �μ(�k)δσσ ′ we find

�1(�k) = �1 cos k2,

�2(�k) = �2 cos k3, (22)

�3(�k) = �3 cos k1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Real-space picture of the bond order with F1 symmetry.
Again, (a)–(c) show the individual components as in Fig. 3 and (d)
shows equal amplitude triple-M order.

The three components �μ are shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c) and
uniform triple-M order is shown in Fig. 4(d).

Then, let us consider flux order with F2 symmetry. F2

symmetry implies that form factors associated with each
ordering wave vector �Mμ break the reflections of the little
group, but preserve the twofold rotation. In case of �M1,
these requirements uniquely determine �1(�k) and lead to the
d-wave function cos k3 − cos k1. It follows from the argument
outlined in Appendix B that �1(�k) must be imaginary, which
is consistent with flux order. We therefore find for flux order

�1(�k) = i�1(cos k3 − cos k1),

�2(�k) = i�2(cos k1 − cos k2), (23)

�3(�k) = i�3(cos k2 − cos k3),

where the �μ are real. These M-point d waves should
be compared to the square lattice dx2−y2 wave. In case of
hexagonal symmetry, there is a d wave for each inequivalent
M-point component. We found in the previous section that
triple-M ordering has A2 symmetry and corresponds to �1 =
�2 = �3. The real-space picture of triple-M order in terms of
fluxes is shown in Fig. 5(d).

(a) (b)

(c) (d) 3φ−φ

3φ

3φ

−φ

−φ

−φ

−φ

−φ

3φ−φ
−φ−φ

3φ
−φ

−φ

−φ

−φ

FIG. 5. Real-space picture of triangular lattice flux order with
F2 symmetry. (a)–(c) Show the flux pattern in terms of imaginary
hoppings (i.e., black directed arrows) of the individual components
�Mμ. (d) Shows triple-M order with plaquette fluxes explicitly

indicated. We take clockwise arrows to correspond to positive flux.
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FIG. 6. Mean-field spectra of the triple-M charge density (s-
wave) order (left) and charge-current density (d-wave) order (right)
of the triangular (top) and and honeycomb (bottom) lattices, given
in Eqs. (21), (23), (24), and (25). We show spectra for � = 0.4 in
case of the triangular lattice d-wave state (right top), and |�| = 0.3 in
the other cases. The inset shows the reduced BZ with the path along
which bands are plotted. In the left panels, the red spectra correspond
to � = −0.3, whereas black corresponds to � = 0.3.

The mean-field spectra of triangular lattice triple-M F1

(charge density wave) order and F2 flux order states are
shown in Fig. 6. All spectra were calculated for a tight-
binding mean-field Hamiltonian H0 + H�, where H0 contains
a nearest-neighbor hopping t = 1 and H� contains the mean
fields defined above. In case of charge density wave order,
we observe that spectrum at n = 3

4 filling is either gapped
(black bands) or semimetallic (red bands), depending on the
sign of � ≡ �1 = �2 = �3. The gapless semimetallic point
is located at 	 of the reduced BZ. The low-energy electronic
structure (gapped or gapless) will be the focus of the next
section. The spectrum of triple-M F2 flux order is fully gapped
irrespective of the sign of �. No degeneracies exist at any
of the high-symmetry points of the folded zone. Given the
existence of an energy gap, broken time-reversal invariance,
and A2 symmetry we can determine the Chern invariant. To
quickly determine whether the Chern number is nonzero, we
use eigenvalues of rotation symmetry operators [11] and find
that the Chern number is indeed nonzero. We conclude that
triple-M d-wave order is a Chern insulator state.

Similar to the triangular lattice, the honeycomb lattice sup-
ports site and bond order with F1 symmetry. The honeycomb
lattice, however, has two sublattices and in order to express
M-point site order we make use of two vectors �wA and
�wB which contain the order-parameter components for each
sublattice. For F1 site order we find that �wA = (−1,−1,1)
and �wB = (1,−1,−1) (for a sketch of how to obtain them,
see Appendix E). In terms of these vectors, the condensate
functions of F1 site order simply read as

〈ψ̂†
iσ (�k + �Mμ)ψ̂jσ ′(�k)〉 = �μw

μ

i δij δσσ ′, (24)

where on the right-hand side the index μ is not summed.
Note that the �μ are all real. The three individual site order
components are shown in Figs. 7(a)–7(c), which clearly show
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

+

++

+

FIG. 7. Real-space picture of honeycomb lattice site order with
F1 symmetry. (a)–(c) Show the individual components as in Fig. 3
and (d) shows triple-M order.

the resemblance to triangular lattice F1 order. Triple-M order,
corresponding to �1 = �2 = �3, is shown in Fig. 7(d).

We conclude by considering honeycomb lattice flux order
with F2 symmetry. Again, due to (B6) it can be specified by
three functions �μ(�k). The condensate functions �μ(�k) must
be chosen so that they are odd under all reflections leaving �Mμ

invariant. We find that they are given by

�1(�k) = i�1(e−iδ1·�k − e−iδ3·�k)eiϕ(�k),

�2(�k) = i�2(e−iδ3·�k − e−iδ2·�k)eiϕ(�k), (25)

�3(�k) = i�3(e−iδ1·�k − e−iδ2·�k)eiϕ(�k).

Here, �δi are the vectors connecting nearest neighbors, and
we have included a gauge factor eiϕ(�k) ≡ eik1 to enforce our
gauge choice (see Appendix A and Table VII of Appendix F).
Time-reversal symmetry breaking forces the order parameters
�μ, as defined by Eq. (25), to be real. The three flux order
components are shown in Figs. 8(a)–8(c), from which it is
easily seen that they are honeycomb lattice analogs of Figs. 5.
Specifically, triple-M order, shown in Fig. 8(d), exhibits the
same pattern of fluxes.

The mean-field spectra of the honeycomb lattice triple-
M site order and flux order states are shown in the bottom
row of Fig. 6. We use a honeycomb tight-binding mean-field
Hamiltonian H0 + H�, again with nearest-neighbor hopping
t = 1. For both types of order, the spectra closely resemble
their triangular lattice analogs. In case of triple-M site order,
the spectrum depends on the sign of � (≡ �1 = �2 = �3),
leading to either a gapped or semimetallic state. Triple-M flux
order, on the contrary, leads to a gapped spectrum, and as in
case of the triangular lattice we find the mean-field ground
state to be a Chern insulator at n = 3

8 .
In the next section, we analyze the spectral properties of

mean-field states presented here in more detail. We will do so
using a description in terms of low-energy M-point electrons,
and show that the key features of these states can be understood
from simple symmetry considerations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

3φ

−φ

3φ

3φ3φ

−φ −φ −φ

−φ −φ −φ −φ

−φ −φ

−φ −φ

++

+

FIG. 8. Real-space picture of the honeycomb lattice flux order
with F2 symmetry. Figures (a)–(c) show the individual components
as in Fig. 5 and (d) shows triple-M order. The pattern of fluxes is a
direct analog of the triangular lattice as shown in Fig. 5(d).

IV. NESTING INSTABILITIES AND PROPERTIES
OF MEAN-FIELD STATES

The aim of this section is to develop a deeper understanding
of the characteristics of the hexagonal density waves consid-
ered in the previous section. To this end, we take a more
general perspective and focus on the (low-energy) van Hove
electrons: the three flavors of electrons originating from the
van Hove singularities located at the M-point momenta. Given
these three-flavor electrons with relative momenta �Mμ we ask
which density waves correspond to nesting instabilities. This
can be established in a rather straightforward way by deriving
the transformation properties of the van Hove electrons under
extended point group symmetry and classifying all bilinears
according to this symmetry. We will address the gap structures
that can arise as a result of density wave formation. The
effective filling fraction is 2

3 for the van Hove electrons, and
we find that point node degeneracies protected by symmetry
and fully gapped states are possible. The latter come in two
varieties: trivial and topological. This will lead us to the
general SU(3) theory of 3-flavor M-point electrons applicable
to hexagonal lattices.

Before coming to the hexagonal SU(3) theory, we first
review the corresponding SU(2) theory applicable to the square
lattice. This is useful in two ways: it will serve to illustrate the
general principles at work, and at the same time highlight the
difference with the SU(3) theory.

A. SU(2) theory of square lattice van Hove electrons

The SU(2) theory of square lattice van Hove electrons is
formulated in terms of two flavors of fermions corresponding
to the van Hove singularities located at the momenta �X and
�Y . This is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Let ̂ be the two-
component vector of van Hove electrons

̂ =
(

ψ̂( �X)

ψ̂( �Y )

)
. (26)
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The van Hove electrons are connected by the wave vector �Q
(i.e., “nested”), and a systematic way to address the nesting in-
stabilities is to consider the particle-hole bilinears constructed
from them [46]. Specifically, the bilinears ̂†τ î, where τ i are
Pauli matrices, define the algebra of the van Hove singularities,
and τ 3 measures the population imbalance of the two species
of van Hove electrons. All terms that do not commute with τ 3

lead to nesting instabilities. These terms are simply given by τ 1

and τ 2. To identify which states they physically correspond to,
we derive how they transform under the symmetry operations
of the lattice. We find that the action of symmetry group
generators on ̂ is given by (see Appendix A 1)

T (�a1) : ̂ → −τ 3̂,

C4 : ̂ → −iτ 2̂, (27)

σv : ̂ → τ 3̂.

These transformation properties, in combination with time
reversal � which acts as complex conjugation, show that τ 1

and τ 2 have B ′
2 and A′

2 symmetry, respectively. Going back
to the decompositions of Eqs. (3) and (5) we simply find the
familiar result that the staggered charge density wave (B ′

2 sym-
metry) and dx2−y2 -density wave (A′

2 symmetry) are the nesting
instabilities. We note in passing that it is straightforward to
include the electron spin, in which case ̂†τ 1σ î corresponds
to the antiferromagnetic spin density wave instability.

Clearly, the two bilinears ̂†τ 1̂ and ̂†τ 2̂ lift the
degeneracy of the van Hove electrons and may be viewed
as mass terms in the low-energy subspace ̂. This does
not, however, necessarily imply a fully gapped mean-field
spectrum. For instance, the dx2−y2 form factor has nodal
lines which intersect the Fermi surface, and as a result the
dx2−y2 -density wave has point nodes at the boundary of the
reduced BZ. In contrast, the charge density wave is an s-wave
condensate and does not have nodes. The nodal degeneracies
of the dx2−y2 -density wave are protected by lattice symmetries,
which can be established in a direct and systematic way using
the extended point group C ′′′

4v and its representations.
The nodes of the dx2−y2 -density wave are located at the two

inequivalent momenta �q0 = π (1,1)/2a and �q ′
0 = π (−1,1)/2a.

The node at �q0 is shown in Fig. 1. To study the symmetry
protection of the nodal degeneracies, we focus on �q0 and
abbreviate the fermion operator at �k = �q0 as

χ̂(�q0) =
(

χ̂0(�q0)

χ̂1(�q0)

)
=

(
ψ̂(�q0)

ψ̂(�q0 + �Q)

)
. (28)

The symmetry of the dx2−y2 -density wave is A′
2, and from

the character table of C ′′′
4v we read off the invariant elements.

A subset of these symmetries leave �q0 invariant and can
be used to derive constraints on the coupling between the
two degenerate states at �q0. Two of such symmetries are the
inversion C2 and the combination of the reflection σ1d = C4σv

and T (�a1). Applying Eq. (A5) of Appendix A 1, we find that
these symmetries act on ̂ as

C2 : χ̂ (�q0) → χ̂(−�q0) = χ̂(�q0 − �Q) = τ 1χ̂ (�q0),

T (�a1)σ1d : χ̂ (�q0) → τ 3χ̂(�q0), (29)

where τ i is a set of Pauli matrices. At �q0, the mean-field
Hamiltonian must commute with both τ 1 and τ 3 and the only
matrix which has this property is the unit matrix. It follows
that these symmetries protect the degeneracy at �q0.

It is possible to show that a single symmetry protects
the degeneracy at �q0. Time-reversal symmetry � and the
translation T (�a1) are broken but their product is preserved and
leaves �q0 invariant in the reduced BZ. The action of �T (�a1)
on  is

�T (�a1) : ̂ → Kτ 3τ 1̂, (30)

with K complex conjugation. This leads to the condition
τ 3τ 1H∗(�q0)τ 1τ 3 = H(�q0), which forces H(�q0) to be propor-
tional to the identity and proves that the degeneracy is protected
by the symmetry.

The d-wave orbitals dx2−y2 and dxy are not degenerate in
the presence of square symmetry (i.e., point group C4v). As a
consequence, the dx2−y2 - and dxy-density waves are different
in nature: the former constitutes a nesting instability, whereas
the latter does not. In particular, this implies that projecting
the dxy-density wave into the subspace of van Hove electrons
(26) simply gives the identity: no mass term is generated
since the nodal lines of the dxy form factor cross the van
Hove electrons, which remain degenerate. It is a simple matter
to show that this degeneracy is protected by symmetry. The
fourfold rotation C4 acts as ∼τ 2 and time-reversal symmetry
acts as complex conjugation K, implying that the combination
of both symmetries protects the degeneracy of ̂.

An alternative and illuminating way to address the spectral
properties of the dxy-density wave is to expand the mean-field
spectrum in small momenta �q in the subspace ̂(�q). Such an
expansion yields the low-energy Hamiltonian

H(�q) = 2t
(
q2

x − q2
y

)
τ 3 − 2�dxy

2qxqyτ
1, (31)

where �dxy
denotes the amplitude of the dxy-density wave. We

recognize that this low-energy Hamiltonian takes the form of a
quadratic band crossing (QBC) Hamiltonian. QBCs are known
to be protected by symmetry [47]. A spectral gap at �q = 0
would correspond to a term proportional to τ 2, the appearance
of which is forbidden by time-reversal symmetry. Momentum-
independent terms proportional to τ 3 and τ 1 are odd under
the fourfold rotation, and it follows that the quadratic band
crossing degeneracy is protected by C4 symmetry. Note that
the quadratic band crossing Hamiltonian only arises in the
presence of the dxy-density wave. Indeed, the transformation
properties of ̂ given in (27) imply that the �dxy

term is odd
under translations.

A QBC may be gapped out or split into two Dirac cones
[47]. From our symmetry analysis we directly find the terms
which have this effect. The time-reversal odd term τ 2 which
gaps the QBC simply corresponds to staggered flux order of A′

2
symmetry, i.e., the dx2−y2 -density wave. This is consistent with
the statement that the d + id state is gapped and equivalent to
a quantum Hall state. We found that τ 1 has B ′

2 symmetry and
corresponds to the charge density wave. The term τ 3 has B1

symmetry and according to Eq. (4) is induced by translational
invariant bond order. In the language of Ref. [47], the C4

breaking terms τ 1 and τ 3 are nematic site and bond order,
respectively.
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We can ask a similar question for the nodes of the dx2−y2 -
density wave: Which symmetry breaking perturbations shift or
gap out the degeneracies? The nodes of the dx2−y2 state have
linear Dirac dispersion and a symmetry analysis of the low-
energy Dirac theory, specifically of Dirac fermion bilinears,
provides a systematic answer to this question. For instance,
based on the principle of reciprocity we conclude that the
A′

1 state, the dxy-density wave, produces a Haldane gap with
a Chern-insulating ground state. The bond ordered states of
E3 symmetry are the square lattice counterparts of the Kekulé
bond orderings on the honeycomb lattice. They couple to Dirac
fermion mass bilinears. This may be understood from the
decomposition of the representation E3 into representations
of the point group C4v given by E3 → A1 + B1. In contrast,
the doublets of E′

1 and E5 symmetry lead to an effective
pseudo-gauge-field coupling in the Dirac theory since both
representations project onto the E1 representation of C4v .

Revisiting the square lattice density waves highlights the
utility of the systematic framework provided by the extended
point group symmetries and representations. Nesting instabili-
ties can be directly associated with density wave states through
symmetry, and low-energy properties, in particular spectral
degeneracies, can be determined from the action of extended
point group symmetries. Importantly, the latter automatically
take the effect of fractional translations, i.e., translations which
are not symmetries by themselves, into account. In fact, since
the extended point groups take the effect of such fractional
translations into account, they can be used to describe materials
with nonsymmorphic symmetries, in cases where the non-
symmorphic symmetries result from translational symmetry
breaking. The presence of nonsymmorphic symmetries can
give rise to protected Dirac semimetals in three and two dimen-
sions [48,49]. Consequently, extended point groups will find
application in the study of symmetry-protected semimetals.

B. SU(3) theory of M-point electrons

The analysis of hexagonal lattice nesting instabilities is
a generalization of the analysis for the square lattice. The
difference with respect to the latter is that instead of two, there
are three van Hove singularities, located at �Mμ, which are
mutually connected by three inequivalent wave vectors, also
given by �Mμ. This gives rise to three flavors of van Hove
electrons labeled by μ = 1,2,3. At the corresponding filling n

(e.g., n = 3
4 for the triangular lattice; n = 3

8 for the honeycomb
lattice) the Fermi surface of the simple nearest-neighbor tight-
binding band structure is a hexagon with vertices at �Mμ, shown
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 9, we show the folding of the perfectly nested
Fermi surface into the reduced Brillouin zone. The existence
of the van Hove singularities and their algebra do not depend
on the ideal situation of perfect nesting.

The algebra of the three van Hove singularities is expressed
in terms of three flavors of fermions ψ̂μ, collected in the van
Hove operator ̂:

̂ =

⎛⎜⎝ψ̂1

ψ̂2

ψ̂3

⎞⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎝ψ̂( �M1)

ψ̂( �M2)

ψ̂( �M3)

⎞⎟⎠. (32)

kx

ky

M1

M2

M3

(a () b)

FIG. 9. (a) Folded Brillouin zone (BZ) due to quadrupling of
unit cell (smaller solid black hexagon). Red lines in the folded BZ
represent the folded Fermi surface. The Fermi surface lines are doubly
degenerate everywhere, except for their crossing at 	. The two dashed
hexagons are the unfolded BZ (black) and the Fermi surface (red).
(b) Folded BZ high-symmetry points coinciding with the Fermi
surface, i.e., 	 and M ′.

The full algebra is given by the bilinears ̂†�î, where (in
contrast to the τ i) the matrices �i are the generators of SU(3),
i.e., the Gell-Mann matrices and the identity. It is convenient to
group the eight Gell-Mann matrices in three distinct sets: two
sets of three, ��a ≡ (�1

a,�
2
a,�

3
a) which is explicitly given by

�1
a =

⎛⎝0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

⎞⎠, �2
a =

⎛⎝0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

⎞⎠,

�3
a =

⎛⎝0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

⎞⎠, (33)

and ��b ≡ (�1
b,�

2
b,�

3
b) given by

�1
b =

⎛⎝0 −i 0
i 0 0
0 0 0

⎞⎠, �2
b =

⎛⎝0 0 0
0 0 −i

0 i 0

⎞⎠,

�3
b =

⎛⎝ 0 0 i

0 0 0
−i 0 0

⎞⎠. (34)

A third set of two, ��c ≡ (�1
c,�

2
c), is given by

�1
c =

⎛⎝1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0

⎞⎠, �2
c = 1√

3

⎛⎝1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −2

⎞⎠. (35)

An important property of the Gell-Mann matrices is that they
give rise to three distinct SU(2) subalgebras, which correspond
to the three different ways of coupling the van Hove electrons.
For instance, one of such subalgebras is given by the matrices
(�1

a,�
1
b,�

1
c), all of which act in the subspace of (ψ̂1,ψ̂2) and

therefore couple �M1 and �M2. As a consequence, the algebra
generated by this triple of Gell-Mann matrices governs the
nesting instabilities at wave vector �M3, the vector connecting
�M1 and �M2. In analogy with the square lattice, the matrix �1

c

is interpreted as the population imbalance between van Hove
electrons ψ̂1 and ψ̂2, and the two noncommuting matrices
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�1
a and �1

b constitute the nesting instabilities. The nesting
instabilities at wave vectors �M1 and �M2 are obtained by
either explicitly forming the appropriate subalgebras acting
in the subspace of (ψ̂2,ψ̂3) and (ψ̂3,ψ̂1), respectively, or more
directly by invoking rotational symmetry.

Now that we have obtained the nesting instabilities we
proceed to discuss three aspects of the low-energy van Hove
electrons: (i) degeneracies and splitting of energy levels,
(ii) the symmetry of the nesting instabilities and their iden-
tification with density wave order, and (iii) the properties of
triple-M ordering. To this end, we first ask how the generators
of the extended symmetry group C ′′′

6v act on the van Hove
electrons ̂ given in (32). We find that the action is

T (�a1) : ̂ → G1̂,

C6 : ̂ → X̂, (36)

σv : ̂ → Ŷ.

The matrices G1, X, and Y define a three-dimensional
matrix representation. Their explicit expressions and a more
detailed discussion of this M-point representation is given in
Appendix D. In the presence of full C ′′′

6v symmetry, i.e., without
symmetry breaking, the representation is irreducible and given
by F1. This enforces a trivial threefold degeneracy of energies
at the M points, which is lifted when symmetry is lowered. For
instance, when only translational symmetry is lost, the sym-
metry group is C6v and the representation F1 (now reducible)
is decomposed as A1 + E2. If the symmetry is lowered to
C3v , the decomposition is A1 + E [50]. We see that a twofold
degeneracy persists down to rhombohedral C3v symmetry. In
contrast, when the symmetry is lowered to hexagonal C6 or
orthorhombic C2v , the lack of two-dimensional representations
implies the absence of protected degeneracies.

This analysis can be directly applied to the symmetry
breaking as a result of electronic ordering corresponding to
the nesting instabilities. First, we establish the symmetry of
the nesting instabilities. Using the action of the symmetry
group expressed in Eq. (36), we find that the set of matrices ��a

transforms as F1 and the set ��b transforms as F2. Therefore, the
former has the same symmetry as the charge density s waves,
whereas the latter has the same symmetry as the flux density d

waves, both of which we studied in previous sections. We thus
find that ��a describes s-wave particle-hole instabilities and ��b

describes d-wave particle-hole instabilities. This is consistent
with ��b being time-reversal odd.

Now, based on the identification of the nesting instabilities,
let us consider triple-M ordering, i.e., simultaneous ordering
at the three wave vectors �Mμ. Since the charge density s

waves have F1 symmetry, triple-M s-wave ordering has A1

symmetry. In contrast, flux density d-wave order has F2

symmetry, implying A2 symmetry for triple-M d-wave order.
As a result, the symmetry groups of the ordered states are
C6v and C6, respectively. We can obtain the energy levels
for triple-M order in the subspace of van Hove electrons
ψ̂μ by considering symmetric sums of the �i matrices which
describe the order. In particular, triple-M charge density wave
order is given by the sum �a = ∑

i �
i
a , and similarly for

d-wave order, i.e., �b = ∑
i �

i
b. Diagonalization of these two

terms shows that the corresponding eigenvalue matrices are

FIG. 10. (Top) Schematic representation of hexagonal triple-M
ordering: (top left) an orbital with s-wave symmetry is associated
with each M point in case of charge density wave order, whereas
(top right) an orbital with d-wave symmetry is associated with each
M point in case of flux (or charge-current) order. The d-wave orbitals
are rotated by ±2π/3 with respect to each other. (Bottom) In both
cases, triple-M ordering is formally equivalent to electrons hopping
on a three-site triangular loop, where in case of d-wave ordering
(bottom right) a flux of ±π/2 is pierced through the loop.

given by �2
c ∼ diag(1,1,−2) and �2

c ∼ diag(1,−1,0). This is
consistent with respective C6v and C6 symmetry, the former
having a protected degeneracy. It is interesting to observe that
the triple-M matrices �a and �b, which connect electrons
in momentum space, are equivalent to hopping matrices
describing electrons hopping on single three-site triangular
loop. In case of time-reversal breaking d-wave order �b the
loop is pierced with a U(1) flux of ±π/2 = A12 + A23 + A31,
as is shown in Fig. 10, where the sign depends on the overall
sign of the order parameter.

We further observe that the two eigenvalues matrices
coincide with the third set of set of Gell-Mann matrices �1

c and
�2

c . The matrices ��c = (�1
c,�

2
c) may therefore be viewed as

encoding the possible energy level splittings due to triple-M
order. It is worth mentioning that �1

c leads to a symmetric
splitting of energies, whereas �2

c does not. In the latter case, it
remains undetermined whether the degenerate level has higher
energy than the nondegenerate level. We come back to this
ambiguity towards the end of this section.

It is important to stress the matrices ��c represent the
splitting of energy levels due to triple-M order only in the
eigenbasis. In contrast, the bilinears ̂†�1

ĉ and ̂†�2
ĉ,

which do not carry momentum, actually describe the two Q =
0 d-wave components (dx2−y2 ,dxy), e.g., Eq. (20). Therefore,
in the basis of van Hove electrons, the matrices ��c encode the
nematic order associated with Q = 0 d-wave order.

Figure 9 shows that the Fermi surface also intersects the
M ′ points of the folded Brillouin zone. These degeneracies at
high-symmetry points should also be considered. The analysis
is straightforward due to the reduced symmetry of the M ′
points as compared to 	. Unless translational symmetry is
preserved, we expect the degeneracies to be lifted due to the
lack of two-dimensional representations for C2v symmetry.
Translations act nontrivially at the zone boundary. We find
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that the twofold degeneracy at M is generally lifted. We leave
the details to Appendix C.

To gain further insight in the structure of hexagonal M-point
order, we expand the kinetic Hamiltonian H0 in small momenta
�q around 	 in the basis ̂(�q) = [ψ̂1(�q),ψ̂2(�q),ψ̂3(�q)]T . For
definiteness we particularize to the triangular lattice, but
equivalent results can be obtained for all hexagonal lattices.
To second order in �q we find, in terms of qi = �q · �ai ,

H(�q) =
⎛⎝−q1q3

−q2q1

−q3q2

⎞⎠. (37)

We rewrite the Hamiltonian in a basis given by the states ̂A

and ̂E , which are expressed in terms of the ψ̂μ as

̂A = 1√
3

(ψ̂1 + ψ̂2 + ψ̂3), (38)

̂E =
{ 1√

6
(ψ̂1 + ψ̂2 − 2ψ̂3),

1√
2
(−ψ̂1 + ψ̂2).

(39)

Applying this basis transformation we find that the Hamil-
tonian projected into the subspace defined by ̂E takes the
form

HE(�q) = ± 1
4q2 ± 1

4

[(
q2

x − q2
y

)
τ 3 + 2qxqyτ

1
]
, (40)

where τ 3 = ±1 labels the two states. The appearance of the d-
wave functions (q2

x − q2
y ,2qxqy) gives the Hamiltonian HE(�q)

the structure of a QBC point. QBC points are topological
semimetallic points that enjoy special potection [47]. This
is consistent with our finding that a twofold degeneracy is
protected by point group symmetry: the topological quadratic
band touching is the protected twofold degeneracy. Fur-
thermore, from this identification we infer that the twofold
degeneracy cannot be lifted without breaking time-reversal
symmetry. Indeed, a gap opening would be induced by a
term proportional to τ 2, which is time-reversal odd. The
QBC Hamiltonian of Eq. (40) can be directly compared to
the Hamiltonian of Eq. (31) of the square lattice van Hove
electrons. There is an important difference between the two.
In the hexagonal case, the QBC arises in the fully symmetric
low-energy expansion. The reason is the degeneracy of the
d-wave functions.

To make a connection with the spectral effect of triple-M
order discussed earlier, we note that s-wave order splits off
the ̂A state from the quadratic band touching doublet ̂E

and preserves the degeneracy of the latter. The matrix �2
c

describes this energy level splitting in this basis. Time-reversal
odd d-wave order couples the doublet ̂E by introducing the
term τ 2, and has no effect on ̂A. The coupling leads to a
splitting, which is described by �1

c . The nontrivial nature of
the resulting energy gap follows directly from the splitting of
a quadratic band touching with 2π Berry flux [47].

That such a gap opening leads to a Chern-insulating phase
may be understood from symmetry. The Chern number can
be obtained mod 3 by multiplying the C3 rotation eigenvalues
of all occupied bands at C3 invariant BZ points [11]. The
C3 eigenvalues of ̂E are e±i2π/3, while the product of C3

eigenvalues of occupied states at �K ′
+ and �K ′

− must be trivial,

TABLE IV. Table summarizing the key properties of the multi-
component hexagonal lattice s- and d-density wave orders, which
correspond to nesting instabilities. The triple-M mean-field ground
state has A1 (A2) symmetry, is time-reversal even (odd), and is
insulating or a QBC semimetal (Chern insulator).

Rep. Type Triple-M Ground state �

F1 s wave A1 Insulator/QBC semimetal +
F2 d wave A2 Chern insulator −

i.e., equal 1. This proves that if the ̂E doublet is split and one
of the states is occupied, the Chern number will be nonzero.

In the context of M-point ordering, the splitting of a
quadratic band touching was found to explain the quantum
anomalous Hall effect in the ground state of a chiral triple-M
spin density wave [51]. Our analysis shows that this scenario
is a generic feature of hexagonal lattice M-point order. Indeed,
the present analysis can be generalized to explicitly take the
electron spin into account, leading to a unified framework of
M-point order [52].

We now comment on the energies of the states ̂A and
̂E in case of triple-M s-wave order. The energies (more
appropriately, the energy shifts) can be written in terms of a
triple-M (real) order parameter �s as �s�

2
c , and we see that

this is not symmetric with respect to �s → −�s . Whether the
nondegenerate or degenerate level is higher in energy (i.e., the
relative ordering of ̂A and ̂E) is determined by the sign
of �s . This can be related to a Ginzburg-Landau expansion
of the free energy in terms of the order parameter �s , which
allows for a cubic term ∼c�3

s [52,53]. As a result, the sign of
α determines the sign of �s . In contrast, no such term exist for
triple-M d-wave order �d , in agreement with the fact that the
sign of �d does not affect the spectrum. We expect and find
that the sign of �s is such that the energy of the doublet ̂E is
lowered, leading to the opening of a full energy gap.

The main results obtained for hexagonal lattice M-point
order are summarized in Table IV. We find two nesting
instabilities, characterized by F1 (s-wave) and F2 (d-wave)
symmetry, with preserved and broken time-reversal symmetry,
respectively. Simultaneous ordering of the three components
(i.e., triple-M order), schematically shown in Fig. 10, leads to
an insulating mean-field ground state in case of s wave and to
a QAH insulating ground state in case of d wave.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we have introduced a symmetry classification
of translational symmetry broken particle-hole condensates,
formulated in terms of representations of extended point
groups. Extended point groups provide a natural way to study
density wave formation at finite commensurate wave vector, as
a generalization of point group classifications of density wave
formation at nonzero angular momentum. In case of extended
point group representations, ordering vector components take
the role of angular momentum components. A prime example
is the set of M-point wave vectors in systems with hexagonal
symmetry, which are related by symmetry in a way analogous
to p- or d-wave angular momentum form factors.
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By way of example, we have applied the symmetry
classification to two simple square lattice models. We then
applied it to two hexagonal lattices: the triangular lattice and
honeycomb lattices. In case of the hexagonal lattices, we find
two common sets of M-point ordered density waves: a set of
time-reversal even s waves and a set of time-reversal odd d

waves, both owing their name to the form factors associated
with each component of the set. We have considered the
mean-field states corresponding to triple-M ordering for both
sets of density waves and found that the spectrum in one case
(s wave) is either gapped or exhibits an isolated touching of
bands protected by symmetry, and is gapped in the other case
(d wave) with a Chern-insulating mean-field ground state.

These results only rely on symmetry and are therefore
generally valid for lattices with hexagonal symmetry. We
have verified this for the hexagonal kagome lattice. The
general validity is confirmed by the derivation of the M-point
nesting instabilities, presented in Sec. IV, which is based
only on the low-energy M-point electrons. Given the nesting
instabilities, we have developed a general theory of M-point
electrons, with symmetry as the central ingredient, showing
that two different gap structures can arise in case of triple-M
ordering. The gap structures can be expressed in terms of the
diagonal Gell-Mann matrices, and describe a quadratic band
touching in case of s waves and a quadratic band crossing
with time-reversal symmetry breaking gap in case of d waves.
These particular features of the low-energy theory of M-point
electrons demonstrate the nontrivial nature of such theory, as
it gives rise to electronic gapped or semimetallic states with
topological quantum numbers.

In this work, we have paid special attention to hexagonal M-
point orders associated with nesting instabilities. Interestingly,
the M-point charge density waves (i.e., s waves) have been
found as ground states or leading instabilities of interacting
electron models, in the context of triangular lattice [53],
honeycomb lattice [54], and kagome lattice [55] models
with extended Hubbard interactions, using Hartree-Fock and
renormalization group methods. Similarly, a mean-field study
of spinless electrons on the triangular lattice has reported
spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking with M-point
modulations [56]. Clearly, a full study of leading instabilities
requires including the spin channel [53,55,57–63]. This study
provides a stepping stone for a classification of M-point
spin-triplet orders. A full symmetry classification of hexagonal
spin-triplet orders will be presented elsewhere [52].

The hexagonal lattice triple-M d-wave state, shown in
Figs. 5 and 8 and defined in Eqs. (23) and (25), may be
compared to the square lattice dx2−y2 -density wave. As is clear
from the structure of these states, the M-point d-wave orders
are the hexagonal counterpart of the square lattice d-wave
(or staggered flux) state. However, whereas the square lattice
has symmetry-protected nodal degeneracies, as we showed in
Sec. IV, the hexagonal d waves, if realized as triple-M order,
lead to a gapped Chern-insulating state. In case of the square
lattice, the Chern-insulating state requires superimposing
density waves of two nondegenerate channels [25,26].

The hexagonal triple-M d-wave state is a state with
spontaneously generated current expectation values on lattice
plaquettes, as is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 8. In case of the square
lattice d-density wave, it was pointed out that the statistical

mechanics of such an arrangement of bond currents is governed
by a six-vertex model [64]. The six-vertex model is obtained by
including, in addition to the two vertices of the homogeneously
ordered d-density wave state, all other vertices that obey
current conservation (i.e., absence of sources or sinks). The
statistical mechanics of the six-vertex model is richer than
that of a mean-field description, as current directions can be
locally flipped, while keeping the amplitude of the bond order
parameter fixed. The statistical mechanics of the hexagonal
d-wave states is expected to be similar, with the important
difference, however, that low-energy nodal quasiparticles are
absent (the ordered ground state is insulating). Inspection
of Fig. 5 shows that on the triangular lattice, the statistical
mechanics of d-wave state should be governed by a six-vertex
model on a kagome lattice. Instead, Fig. 8 shows that on
the honeycomb lattice, the statistical mechanics should follow
from an Ising model on a triangular lattice since the current
directions of all bonds of a current carrying hexagon have to
be flipped due to current conservation. In this respect, the two
symmetry-equivalent states are expected to lead to different
behavior on the two lattices.

A subject of increasing theoretical and experimental
interest is the field of symmetry-protected semimetals, with a
specific focus on Dirac semimetals in three [48] and two [49]
dimensions protected by nonsymmorphic crystal symmetry.
Nonsymmorphic symmetries are crucial for protected nodal
degeneracies at high-symmetry momenta since, in general,
only nonsymmorphic crystal symmetry groups allow for
higher-dimensional representations at special points in the
BZ. The classification formalism we present here, based
on extended point group symmetry, is closely related to
nonsymmorphic symmetry. The translations which are part of
the extended point of the extended point group may be viewed
as the fractional translations of the nonsymmorphic symmetry.
As a result of this strong similarity, the extended point groups
can be used as an alternative way to analyze degeneracy
protection of semimetals when the effect of (fractional)
translations is important. In Sec. IV, we showed how
extended point group elements, specifically the composites of
translations and ordinary point group elements, act nontrivially
on electronic states at high-symmetry points [see, for instance,
Eqs. (27) and (36)]. Therefore, extended point groups provide
a direct route towards a systematic analysis of symmetry-
protected semimetals when the crystal structure can be
thought of as originating from broken translational symmetry.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS, CONVENTIONS,
AND LATTICE SYMMETRIES

The atomic position, denoted �r , can be decomposed in terms
of the Bravais lattice as �r = �x + �li , where �x is a Bravais lattice
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FIG. 11. Schematic illustration of the three lattices considered in
this work. (Left) The square lattice, (middle) triangular lattice, and
(right) honeycomb lattice. Basis vectors �ai are represented as thick
back arrows, the unit cell is given by dashed squares and hexagons.
The red arrows indicate the vectors �li , i.e., the displacement of the
atoms with respect to the origin.

vector and �li denotes the position of the atom with respect to the
unit cell vector �x. For a lattice with Nsl different sublattices
there are Nsl distinct �l vectors, i.e., i = 1, . . . ,Nsl. A lattice
vector �x can be written in terms of its generators as �x = n1�a1 +
n2�a2, where n1,n2 are integers.

The group of all spatial symmetries of the crystal lattice
is given by the union of the point group G and the group of
translations T . Translations over a lattice vector are written
as T (�x) and point group operations are denoted by R. For the
purpose of this work, we assume the equivalence of Dn and
Cnv , which is true for spinless electrons, and focus on Cnv .
Any element of the space group can be written in terms of
the four generators T (�a1), T (�a2), Cn, and σv , where Cn is the
n-fold rotation and σv is a reflection (x,y) → (x, − y). Any
element may then be specified by T (�a1)m1T (�a1)m2Cm3

n σm4
v and

point group operations R can be written as R = Cm1
n σm2

v .
The effect of a point group symmetry on an atomic

position is represented as R�r = R�x + R�li . This operation is a
symmetry, hence, R�r is another atomic position, but possibly
an inequivalent one. We have R�r = �r ′ = �x ′ + �lj . It is not
necessarily true that �x ′ = R�x; the difference must, however,
be some lattice vector �ti , �x ′ = R�x + �ti . �ti depends on the
atom in the unit cell, hence, the label i. It thus follows that
R�r = R�x + �ti + �lj .

The specific set of lattice vectors �ai and the displacement
vectors �li of the three lattices considered in this work are given
in Table V and shown in Fig. 11. Note that in case of the square
lattice we choose the origin in the center of the square and not
at an atomic site.

To derive the transformation properties of the field operators
and the Hamiltonian we define the annihilation (and creation)
operators as ψ̂σ (�r) = ψ̂σ (�x + �li) = ψ̂iσ (�x) ≡ �̂(�x) (similarly
for the creation operators). The index σ labels spin and the

label i corresponds to the sublattice degrees of freedom.
The Fourier transform of the field operators is given by
ψ̂iσ (�k) = ∑

�x ψ̂iσ (�x)e−i�k·�x/
√

N , with N the number of unit
cells. With this definition we have H (�k + �G) = H (�k). We
define the operators ÛR and their Hermitian conjugates as
acting on the field operators to implement the point group
symmetry R. Then, one has

ÛRψ̂σ (�r)Û †
R =

∑
jσ ′

[D†
R]iσjσ ′ψ̂jσ ′(R�x). (A1)

Here, DR is a unitary matrix that acts in the space of internal
orbital degrees of freedom (σ ) and in sublattice space (i). It
may be viewed as a tensor product of matrices acting in each
space separately. To deduce the transformation properties of
the field operators in momentum space, we note that �x + �li =
R−1(�x ′ + �lj ), where �x ′ = R�x + �ti . Thus, we get

ÛRψ̂iσ (�k)Û †
R =

∑
jσ ′

∑
�x

[D†
R]iσjσ ′ψ̂jσ ′(�x ′)e−i�k·�x

=
∑
jσ ′

∑
�x

[D†
R]iσjσ ′ψ̂jσ ′(�x ′)e−iR�k·R�x

=
∑
jσ ′

∑
�x

[D†
R]iσjσ ′ψ̂jσ ′(�x ′)e−iR�k·(�x ′−�ti )

=
∑
jσ ′

[D†
R]iσjσ ′eiR�k·�ti ψ̂jσ ′(R�k). (A2)

For convenience, we define the new matrix DR(�k) to
include the �k dependencies, i.e., we multiply D

†
R by

diag(eiR�k·�t1 , . . . ,eiR�k·�tNsl ) (from the left). We then obtain
ÛR�̂(�k)Û †

R = D
†
R(�k)�̂(R�k).

The translationally invariant Hamiltonian is generically
written as

Ĥ =
∑
ijσσ ′

∑
�k

ψ̂
†
iσ (�k)Hiσjσ ′(�k)ψ̂jσ ′(�k).

Under the symmetry operation the Hamiltonian transforms as

ÛRĤ Û
†
R =

∑
ijσσ

∑
�k

(DRHD
†
R)iσjσ ′(�k)ψ̂†

iσ (R�k)ψ̂jσ ′(R�k),

and since this is a symmetry we must have ÛRĤ Û
†
R = Ĥ ,

which implies

DR(�k)H (�k)D†
R(�k) = H (R�k). (A3)

The composition of two point group symmetries R1 and
R2 yields another element R3 = R2R1. The transformation

TABLE V. Table of the lattice vectors of the square, triangular, and honeycomb lattices. In case of square and honeycomb lattices, the
displacement vectors �li are given, as well as the vectors �δi connecting nearest neighbors of the honeycomb lattice.

Square Triangular Honeycomb

Lattice vectors �a1 = a(1,0), �a1 = a(1,
√

3)/2, �a2 = a(1, − √
3)/2, �a1 = a(1,

√
3)/2, �a2 = a(1, − √

3)/2,
�a2 = a(0,1) �a3 = −�a1 − �a2 �a3 = −�a1 − �a2

{�li} �l = a(1, − 1)/2 �lA = a(1, − 1/
√

3)/2,
�lB = a(1,1/

√
3)/2

Nearest neighbors �δ1 = �lB − �lA, �δ2 = �δ1 − �a1, �δ3 = �δ1 + �a2
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properties in case of a product of symmetries on the field
operator is [using Eq. (A2)]

ÛR3�̂(�k)Û †
R3

= ÛR2ÛR1�̂(�k)Û †
R1

Û
†
R2

= D
†
R1

(�k)D†
R2

(R1�k)�̂(R2R1�k).

If and only if R�k∗ = �k∗ for some �k∗ in the BZ, and all R of the
point group, do the DR form a representation of the group, i.e.,
DR3 = DR2DR1 . If a proper subgroup of the point group leaves
a certain �k∗ invariant, then the DR will form a representation
of that subgroup.

The Fourier transform reflects the requirement H (�k +
�G) = H (�k). A common alternative definition used in the
context of tight-binding models is (suppressing spin) ψ̂i(�k) =∑

�x ψ̂i(�x)e−i�k·(�x+�li )/
√

N = e−i�k·�li ∑�x ψ̂i(�x)e−i�k·�x/
√

N . The
two conventions are related by a gauge transformation of the
form A(�k) = diag(ei�k·�l1 , . . . ,ei�k·�lNsl ). Hence, the momentum-
dependent Hamiltonian in the tight-binding basis is written in
terms of the definition above as H ′(�k) = A†(�k)H (�k)A(�k), and
we have that H ′(�k + �G) �= H ′(�k).

It is important to be aware of this when studying invariant
�k points, i.e., momenta for which R�k∗ = �k∗ mod �G. In that
case, one often needs precisely H (�k + �G) = H (�k), so that
H (R�k∗) = H (�k∗ mod �G) = H (�k∗).

1. Lattice symmetries in the reduced or folded zone

Translational symmetry breaking due to finite wave-vector
modulations couples electrons with relative momentum equal
to the wave vector. To describe translational symmetry break-
ing, the dimension of the Hamiltonian (i.e., equivalently, the
unit cell) is enlarged since ψ̂(�k) and ψ̂(�k + �Q) may be coupled.
Here, we present the effective mean-field description and the
action of lattice symmetries for the case of a set of wave vectors
�Qμ satisfying 2 �Qμ = 0 and �Q1 + �Q2 + �Q3 = 0, which is

relevant to cases discussed in this paper.
We write the mean-field Hamiltonian defined over the

reduced BZ as Ĥ = ∑
�k∈RBZ χ̂ †(�k)H(�k)χ̂(�k) where the mean-

field annihilation operator χ̂ is given by

χ̂(�k) = χ̂μj (�k) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
χ̂0j (�k)

χ̂1j (�k)

χ̂2j (�k)

χ̂3j (�k)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ψ̂j (�k)

ψ̂j (�k + �Q1)

ψ̂j (�k + �Q2)

ψ̂j (�k + �Q3)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (A4)

The action of point group operations on χ̂(�k) is derived as
(suppressing the internal index σ , and the explicit dependence
of unitary transformations on R)

Û χ̂μi(�k)Û † = Û ψ̂i(�k+ �Qμ)Û † = D
†
ij (�k+ �Qμ)ψ̂j (R�k + R �Qμ)

= D
†
ij (�k + �Qμ)V †

μνψ̂j (R�k + �Qν)

= D
†
ij (�k + �Qμ)V †

μνχ̂νj (R�k)

=

⎛⎜⎝D†(�k)
. . .

D†(�k + �Q3)

⎞⎟⎠
μν

V †
νηχ̂η(R�k).

(A5)

In this expression, V is a matrix acting on the momentum com-
ponents μ of χ̂μ. The point group operation R generally per-
mutes the momenta �Qμ and V implements this permutation.

Based on the transformation of χ̂ we obtain an expression
for the symmetry condition on the mean-field Hamiltonian.
In analogy with Eq. (A1), we define the matrix D(�k) as
Û χ̂(�k)Û † ≡ D†(�k)χ̂(R�k) (obviously D = DR , which we sup-
press for convenience). Invariance of the Hamiltonian under
R is then expressed as

D(�k)H(�k)D†(�k) = H(R�k). (A6)

Here, �k is restricted to the reduced BZ (RBZ). Care must be
taken when analyzing invariant �k points in the reduced BZ, as
these are generally not invariant points in the original BZ. To
demonstrate this, let us assume that R leaves �k∗ invariant in the
RBZ. We then have χ̂μ(R�k∗) = χ̂μ(�k∗ + �GRBZ), where �GRBZ

is a reciprocal lattice vector of the RBZ. For χ̂μ(�k) defined in
Eq. (A4), �GRBZ is simply one of the �Qμ since these define the
reciprocal lattice vectors of the RBZ. The vectors �Qμ form
a group under addition and therefore �k∗ + �GRBZ is equal to
a permutation of components of χ̂μ, i.e., χ̂μ(�k∗ + �GRBZ) =
W †

μνχ̂ν(�k∗). The matrix Wμν implements the equivalence of
momenta in the RBZ. In particular, this implies for a symmetry
R at �k∗

WH(R�k∗)W † = WH(�k∗ + �GRBZ)W † = H(�k∗) (A7)

and, consequently,

WD(�k∗)H(�k∗)D†(�k∗)W † = H(�k∗). (A8)

We note in passing that it is straightforward to change
to a gauge for which H(�k + �GRBZ) = H(�k), where H(�k) is
the mean-field Hamiltonian. One may choose �Q1 and �Q2

as generators of the reciprocal lattice, for which we have
χ̂ (�k + �Q1) = W

†
1 χ̂ (�k) and χ̂(�k + �Q2) = W

†
2 χ̂ (�k). Clearly,

χ̂ (�k + �Q1 + �Q2) = W
†
1 W

†
2 χ̂ (�k) = W

†
2 W

†
1 χ̂(�k), implying that

W1 and W2 commute and are simultaneously diagonalizable.
For 2 �Q1 = 2 �Q2 = 0, we have in addition (W1)2 = (W2)2 = 1
mandating the eigenvalues to be eiφμ with φμ = 0,π . One
now sets φμ = �k · �a1,2 so as to match correct value for
�Q1 · �a1,2 = 0,π and �Q2 · �a1,2 = 0,π simultaneously. This then

defines the gauge transformation needed to compensate the
eigenvalues of U

eq
1 and U

eq
2 .

APPENDIX B: GENERAL CONSTRAINTS AND
PROPERTIES OF CONDENSATE FUNCTIONS

Condensation at finite commensurate ordering vector im-
poses constraints on the condensate functions [1]. Here,
we briefly discuss these constraints for the two sets of
commensurate ordering vectors. The first set consists of
the triple �Qμ (μ = 1,2,3) with the properties 2 �Qμ = 0 and
± �Q1 ± �Q2 ± �Q3 = 0. It describes the vectors ( �Q, �X, �Y ) in
case of the square lattice and the triple ( �M1, �M2, �M3) in case of
hexagonal lattices. In terms of the general �Qμ, the condensate
functions are defined as

〈ψ̂†
σ (�k + �Qμ)ψ̂σ ′(�k)〉 = �μ(�k)δσσ ′, (B1)
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where for the moment we neglect sublattice degrees of free-
dom. Using commensurability, 2 �Qμ = 0, it is straightforward
to find the relation

�μ(�k + �Qμ)

�∗
μ(�k)

= 1. (B2)

The condensate function �μ(�k) can be written as �μ(�k) =
�μλμ(�k) with �μ a complex order parameter and λμ(�k) an
orbital function transforming as an irreducible representation
of the group of the wave vector �Qμ. Then, Eq. (B2) takes the
form λμ(�k + �Qμ)/λ∗

μ(�k) = �∗
μ/�μ. For �Qμ satisfying 2 �Qμ =

0, one generally has λμ(�k + �Qμ) = ±λμ(�k) and together with
the property λ∗

μ(�k) = λμ(�k), which is true for the square and
triangular lattices, one obtains �∗

μ = ±�μ. For commensurate
ordering �μ is either real or imaginary which implies the
absence of a phase degree of freedom and the Goldstone modes
associated with it.

The property ± �Q1 ± �Q2 ± �Q3 = 0 can be used to establish
that

�1(�k) = 〈ψ̂†
σ (�k + �Q1)ψ̂σ ′(�k)〉

= 〈ψ̂†
σ (�k + �Q2 + �Q3)ψ̂σ ′(�k + �Q2 + �Q2)〉

= 〈ψ̂†
σ (�k + �Q2 + �Q3)ψ̂σ ′(�k + �Q3 + �Q3)〉 (B3)

from which it easily follows that

�1(�k − �Q2) = 〈ψ̂†
σ (�k + �Q3)ψ̂σ ′(�k + �Q2)〉

= �∗
1(�k − �Q3) = 〈ψ̂†

σ (�k + �Q2)ψ̂σ ′(�k + �Q3)〉∗.
(B4)

Similar relations hold for the other combinations of ordering
momenta.

Time-reversal symmetry � acts as �μ(�k) → �∗
μ(−�k).

Combining �μ(�k) = �μλμ(�k) and �∗
μ = ±�μ one has

�∗
μ(−�k) = ±�μλμ(−�k). Thus, the parity of λμ(�k) determines

whether the condensate function is time-reversal even or odd.
In the presence of a sublattice degree of freedom, which is

the case for the honeycomb lattice, the condensate function is
a matrix in sublattice space

〈ψ̂†
iσ (�k + �Qμ)ψ̂jσ ′(�k)〉 = [�̂μ(�k)]ij . (B5)

Using the properties of �Qμ one finds

〈ψ̂†
iσ (�k)ψ̂jσ ′(�k + �Qμ)〉 = [�̂μ(�k)]†ij = [�̂μ(�k + �Qμ)]ij .

(B6)

In general, this does not constrain the off-diagonal elements
to have purely real or purely imaginary �̂μ. However, since
time-reversal symmetry � acts as [�̂μ(�k)]ij → [�̂μ(−�k)]∗ij ,
the real and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal elements are
even and odd under time reversal, depending on whether the
orbital functions are even or odd.

The second set of commensurate ordering vectors is given
by the hexagonal symmetry K points, i.e., ( �K+, �K−). Their
commensurability is expressed as 3 �K+ = 3 �K− = 0 and �K+ =
− �K−. Writing a general condensate matrix as

〈ψ̂†
iσ (�k + �K±)ψ̂jσ ′(�k)〉 = [�̂±(�k)]ij , (B7)

and using the commensurability relations, one obtains

[�̂±(�k)]†ij = [�̂±(�k + �K∓)]ij . (B8)

In addition, one finds that

〈ψ̂†
iσ (�k + �K∓)ψ̂jσ ′(�k + �K±)〉 = [�̂±(�k + �K±)]ij . (B9)

When there is no sublattice degree of freedom (and for the
diagonal elements [�̂±]ii), the functions �±(�k) are related
by �−(�k) = �∗

+(�k + �K−). Time-reversal symmetry � acts as
�+(�k) → �∗

−(−�k). For the simplest case of �±(�k) = �±, i.e.,
no momentum dependence, we have �− = �∗

+, which auto-
matically respects time reversal. Note that �± can be complex.

APPENDIX C: DEGENERACIES AT THE M
AND M ′ POINTS

In Sec. IV, we argued that degeneracies at the M ′ points of
the folded Brillouin zone in general are not protected unless
translational symmetry is preserved. Here, we show this by
considering the action of translations and C2v symmetry on
̂M′ given by

̂M′ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ψ̂( �M ′)

ψ̂( �M ′ + �M1)

ψ̂( �M ′ + �M2)

ψ̂( �M ′ + �M3)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (C1)

where �M ′ = �M2/2 by way of example. The action of, for
instance, the translation T (�a1) is expressed as

T (�a1) ∼
(

τ 3

−τ 3

)
≡ ν3τ 3, (C2)

defined in terms of Pauli matrices τ i and νi . For the inversion
C2 one finds

C2 ∼
(

1
1

)
≡ ν1. (C3)

Note that we have used − �M ′ = �M ′ + �M2. Symmetry dictates
that the Hamiltonian at M ′ must commute with these elements.
Considering only the translation and the inversion we see
that the only allowed term is τ 3. Hence, eigenvalues of
the Hamiltonian at �M ′ necessarily come in pairs. Breaking
translational symmetry reduces the symmetry to C2v , which
cannot protect degeneracies.

In a similar manner as the triangular lattice, we can consider
degeneracies of the honeycomb lattice at the M and M ′ points.
The analysis and the results are the same; the only difference
is the sublattice degree of freedom. The electron operator ̂	

at 	 of the folded zone is

̂	 =

⎛⎜⎝χ̂1j

χ̂2j

χ̂3j

⎞⎟⎠ =

⎛⎜⎝ψ̂j ( �M1)

ψ̂j ( �M2)

ψ̂j ( �M3)

⎞⎟⎠, (C4)

where j is the sublattice index. The action of generators of
C ′′′

6v is derived using formula (A5). For instance, for the sixfold
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rotation C6 one finds the matrix

C6 ̂	 : →
⎛⎝ τ 3τ 1

τ 3τ 1

τ 1

⎞⎠̂	, (C5)

where now τ 3 = ±1 is the sublattice index. The matrix
representation obtained in this way is six dimensional and can
be decomposed into irreducible representations of C ′′′

6v , and
one finds F1 + F4. As a consequence, there are two protected
threefold degeneracies in the presence of full C ′′′

6v symmetry.
The two sets of van Hove operators ̂F1 and ̂F4 are given by

̂F1 =

⎛⎜⎝ χ̂1A − χ̂1B

χ̂2A + χ̂2B

−χ̂3A + χ̂3B

⎞⎟⎠, ̂F4 =

⎛⎜⎝ χ̂1A + χ̂1B

χ̂2A − χ̂2B

−χ̂3A − χ̂3B

⎞⎟⎠. (C6)

The analysis presented in Sec. IV directly applies to these sets
of van Hove operators.

APPENDIX D: M-POINT REPRESENTATION
OF HEXAGONAL SYMMETRY

Here, we introduce a representation of the hexagonal
symmetry group associated with the three inequivalent M

points. The representation is defined by the action of elements
of the symmetry group on the vector �v = �v(�x):

�v(�x) =

⎛⎜⎝cos �M1 · �x
cos �M2 · �x
cos �M3 · �x

⎞⎟⎠. (D1)

The components of �v are the linearly independent functions
of �x, with modulations set by �Mμ. Note that sin �Mμ · �x = 0
since �Mμ · �x = 0, ± π for lattice vectors �x. In addition, due

to 2 �Mμ = 0 one has cos �Mμ · �x = ei �Mμ·�x .
The elementary translations T (�ai) are represented by the

matrices Gi defined through the equation

�v(�x + �ai) ≡ Gi �v(�x), i = 1,2,3. (D2)

Explicitly, G1 and G2 are given by

G1 =
⎛⎝−1

−1
1

⎞⎠, G2 =
⎛⎝1

−1
−1

⎞⎠. (D3)

These matrices have the property G2
i = 1, they mutually

commute, and multiplication of two of them gives the third, i.e.,
G1G2 = G3, etc. This is direct consequence of M-point mod-
ulations and the algebra of translations T (�ai) in the group C ′′′

6v .
Rotations and reflections can be expressed in terms of the

generators C6 and σv . The action of C6, defined as �v′(�x) =
�v(C−1

6 �x), is represented by the matrix X and given by

�v(C−1
6 �x) = X�v(�x), X =

⎛⎝0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0

⎞⎠. (D4)

Note that X has the property X3 = 1 and thus X−1 = X2. In
addition, one has X−1 = XT , where XT is the transpose. It thus
follows that �v(C−1

3 �x) = X2�v(�x) = XT �v(�x). For the reflection

σv , we define the matrix Y as

�v(σ−1
v �x) = Y �v(�x), Y =

⎛⎝0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

⎞⎠. (D5)

All rotations and reflections can be represented by a product
of powers of X and Y , i.e., XmYn. An arbitrary string of X and
Y matrices can be brought into this form using (XY )2 = 1,
which is equivalent to XY = YXT .

As a representation of the group C ′′′
6v , the representation

defined by Gj , X, and Y is irreducible, and computing
characters shows it is equal to F1. As a representation of C6v ,
the representation defined by X and Y is reducible and the
decomposition is A1 + E2.

We can interpret the matrices Gi , X, and Y as O(3) rotation
matrices, showing that these matrices define an embedding of
C ′′′

6v in O(3). This does not, however, define an invertible map
between C ′′′

6v and O(3) since C2 = C3
6 is mapped to identity

through X3 = 1. This may be remedied by redefining −X

as the O(3) matrix corresponding to the generator C6. The
twofold rotation C2 ∈ C ′′′

6v is then mapped to the inversion
P ∈ O(3). Commutators of the elements Gi , X, and Y can be
obtained by direct computation using (D2)–(D5).

The hexagonal M-point representation in terms of O(3)
matrices can be defined alternatively by considering the effect
of hexagonal symmetry on electron operators at the M points.
Defining ̂ as the M-point electron operator [see Eq. (32) of
main text], i.e.,

̂ =

⎛⎜⎝ψ̂( �M1)

ψ̂( �M2)

ψ̂( �M3)

⎞⎟⎠, (D6)

we can evaluate the action of elements of C ′′′
6v . The action of

the three generators is given by

T (�a1) : ̂ → G1̂,

C6 : ̂ → X̂, (D7)

σv : ̂ → Ŷ,

where G1, X, and Y are defined as in (D2)–(D5), showing that
̂ defines the same representation.

With the help of this representation, all fermion bilinears �̂

given by

�̂ = ̂†
μ�μν̂ν (D8)

can be classified in terms of symmetry. Here, � is a Hermitian
matric. The space of these M-point Hermitian matrices is
spanned by the Gell-Mann matrices, the generators of SU(3).
We group them in three sets defined by ��a , ��b, and ��c.
Evaluating the transformation properties under C ′′′

6v one finds
that ��a transforms as F1 and ��b as F2.

APPENDIX E: REAL-SPACE CONSTRUCTION
OF M-POINT ORDER

In this appendix, we show how explicit expressions of
density waves can be systematically derived in real space, with
the help of the M-point representation defined and discussed
in detail in Appendix D. We first consider the triangular lattice
and then the honeycomb lattice.
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1. Triangular lattice

First, we seek to obtain the M-point site ordered states of
F1 symmetry, Eq. (11). The starting point is the real-space
condensate expression

〈ψ̂†
σ (�x)ψ̂σ ′(�y)〉 = � �w · �v(�x) δ�x,�yδσσ ′ . (E1)

The inner product �w · �v(�x) is a concise way of writing a general
linear combination of the modulation functions cos �Mμ · �x
[see Eq. (D1)]. In general, it turns out to be convenient to
directly derive the triple-M ordered state, in this case with A1

symmetry. Elements of C6v act on �w via �v(�x). For invariance
under the threefold rotation and the reflection σv , we find the
conditions X �w = �w and Y �w = �w, respectively. This fixes �w
to be �w ∼ (1,1,1). Taking the Fourier transform gives Eq. (21).

Next, we take the flux ordered states with F2 symmetry,
Eq. (13). In that case, the starting point is the real-space
condensate for bonds in the �a1 direction

〈ψ̂†
σ (�x)ψ̂σ ′(�y)〉 = � i �w · �v(�x) (δ�x+�a1,�y − δ�x,�y+�a1 )δσσ ′ . (E2)

Expressions for bonds along the �a2 and �a3 directions are
obtained using the threefold rotation, and given by XT �w and
X �w, respectively. The triple-M ordered state has A2 symmetry.
Invariance under inversion gives the relation G1 �w = − �w. The
solution is �w ∼ (1, ± 1,0). The reflection σv fully determines
�w leading to YX �w = − �w and �w ∼ (1,−1,0). Fourier trans-
forming gives Eq. (23).

2. Honeycomb

We seek to derive honeycomb lattice site and bond order
with F1 symmetry and flux order with F2 symmetry. Site
order can be generally expressed in terms of the vectors �wi

(i = A,B):

〈ψ̂†
iσ (�x)ψ̂jσ ′(�y)〉 = � �wi · �v(�x) δ�x,�yδij δσσ ′ . (E3)

The vectors �wi contain the order-parameter components for
each sublattice, to be determined by evaluating symmetry
constraints. A convenient route is to start from the threefold
rotation C3. Evaluating the effect of C3 and C2

3 on �wA

yields G2X �wA and (G2X)2 �wA, respectively. We therefore con-
sider the matrix operator P = (1 + G2X

T + G2X
T G2X

T )/3,
which is invariant under C3. We find that P 2 = P , meaning
that P is a projector having eigenvalues 0 and 1. We look
for the eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 1 and find
�wA = (−1,−1,1) (the null space of P is two dimensional). To
find �wB , we evaluate a symmetry that exchanges the sublattices
and relates �wB and �wA. We may take the inversion C2, which
leads to G3 �wA = ± �wB . The positive solution corresponds to
F1 and fixes �wB = (1,−1,−1), yielding the vectors quoted
prior to Eq. (24). [Note that the F4 representation of Eq. (14)
is obtained by inverting the sign of �wB .]

Bond order condensate functions can be parametrized by
�wi , with i = 1,2,3:

〈ψ̂†
Aσ (�x)ψ̂Bσ ′(�y)〉 = � �w1 · �v(�x) δ�x,�yδσσ ′,

〈ψ̂†
Aσ (�x)ψ̂Bσ ′(�y)〉 = � �w2 · �v(�x) δ�x−�a1,�yδσσ ′, (E4)

〈ψ̂†
Aσ (�x)ψ̂Bσ ′(�y)〉 = � �w3 · �v(�x) δ�x+�a2,�yδσσ ′,

corresponding to the three nearest-neighbor bonds. The three-
fold rotation C3 relates them as �w2 = G2X �w1 and �w3 =

(G2X)2 �w1. The sixfold rotations give the relations G2X
T �w1 =

± �w3 = ±(G2X)2 �w1 and X �w1 = ± �w2 = ±G2X �w1. Both lead
to the same constraint G3 �w1 = ± �w1. The diagonal reflections
all impose the constraint G3Y �w1 = ± �w1, while the vertical
reflections impose the constraint Y �w1 = ± �w1. All these
constraints can be solved to obtain solutions for �w1. The
equation G3 �w1 = �w1 gives the solution �w1 = (0,1,0), fully
specifying honeycomb F1 bond order.

Instead, G3 �w1 = − �w1 gives �w1 = (1,0, ± 1). We find that
the solution �w1 = i(1,0,1) corresponds to F2 flux order by
evaluating the symmetry constraints. Fourier transforming
of the real-space expressions using �w1 = i(1,0,1) ( �w2,3 are
obtained by C3) yields the condensate functions of Eq. (25).

APPENDIX F: EXTENDED POINT GROUPS

The purpose of this appendix is to explain the concept of
extended point groups in somewhat more detail. In addition,
for convenience, we give the character tables of the (extended)
point groups used in the main text.

The group of all spatial transformations leaving a given
crystal lattice invariant is the space group S. Following
Appendix A, S consists of all translations T , an Abelian
subgroup of S, and the point group G. The point group can be
viewed as the factor group of the space group, i.e., G = S/T .
The translation subgroup T is generated by the elements T (�a1)
and T (�a2), corresponding to the two elementary lattice vectors
�a1 and �a2.

As explained in the main text (see Sec. II), the extended
point group is the point group of an enlarged unit cell, where
the unit cell is chosen so as to support all density wave patterns
compatible with a predetermined set of wave vectors. This
defines a modified translation subgroup T̃ : the group of all
translations that preserve the enlarged unit cell, i.e., map the
enlarged unit cell to itself. Another way of saying this is that the
new group of translations is given by all translations {T (�y)}
satisfying ei �y· �Qμ = 1, where �Qμ are the specified ordering
vectors. The group T̃ is smaller than T . Given the new
translation subgroup, a new point group, i.e., the extended
point group G̃, is obtained in the same way as before, by
taking the factor group G̃ = S/T̃ . The point group G̃ is larger
than G, as it contains elements of T no longer part of T̃ . For

TABLE VI. Lattice angular momentum functions transforming
as representations of C6v . They apply to the triangular lattice
(nearest neighbors) and honeycomb lattice (next-nearest neighbors).
We use the definition ki = �k · �ai . Note that (λp1 ,λp2 ) ∼ (kx,ky) and
(λd1 ,λd2 ) ∼ (k2

x − k2
y,2kxky) when expanded in �k.

Rep. Type Label Expression

A1 s ′ λs(�k) (cos k1 + cos k2 + cos k3)/
√

3
B1 f λf (�k) (sin k1 + sin k2 + sin k3)/

√
3

E1 px λp1 (�k) (sin k1 + sin k2 − 2 sin k3)/
√

6
py λp2 (�k) (sin k1 − sin k2)/

√
2

E2 dx2−y2 λd1 (�k) (cos k1 + cos k2 − 2 cos k3)/
√

6
dxy λd2 (�k) (cos k1 − cos k2)/

√
2
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TABLE VII. Nearest-neighbor angular momentum functions of
the honeycomb lattice transforming as representations of C6v . Note
that these are written in the tight-binding gauge to make hexagonal
symmetry transparent. To obtain the gauge adopted in this work, they
should be multiplied with the gauge factor ei�δ1·�k ≡ eiϕ(�k).

Rep. Type Label Expression

A1 s ′ λs(�k) (e−ik1 + e−ik2 + e−ik3 )/
√

3
E2 dx2−y2 λd1 (�k) (e−ik1 + e−ik2 − 2e−ik3 )/

√
6

dxy λd2 (�k) (e−ik1 − e−ik2 )/
√

2

instance, if t1 ≡ T (�a1) is no longer part of T̃ , it belongs to the
extended point group G̃.

Here, we consider square and hexagonal symmetry, given
by the point groups C4v and C6v , respectively. We have adopted
the convention that extended point groups are denoted as
C ′′′

nv , where the number of primes indicates the number of
translations added to the point group Cnv . This is equal to the
number of inequivalent translations that are part of T but not T̃ .
Two translations which are part of T but not T̃ are equivalent
if their their difference is part of T̃ .

Both for the case of the square and the hexagonal Bravais
lattices we consider density wave formation at wave vectors
�Qμ satisfying 2 �Qμ = 0 and �Q1 + �Q2 + �Q3 = 0, as explained

in Sec. II. This implies translational symmetry breaking such
that T̃ is generated by T (2�a1) and T (2�a2). As a result, the
translations T (�a1) ≡ t1, T (�a2) ≡ t2, and T (�a1 + �a2) ≡ t3 are
added to the point group. To illustrate this, let us take the
hexagonal group C6v as an example. It has 12 elements,
and the group C ′′′

6v (three primes indicate three broken
elementary translations), which also contains t1,2,3, consists
of 48 elements, i.e., 48 = 12 + 3 × 12. Algebraic properties
of the elements follow from RT (�x) = T (R�x)R and the fact
that ti tj = |εijk|tk . Conjugacy classes and the full character

table of C ′′′
6v can be obtained in the standard way. As the

point group C6v is a proper subgroup of C ′′′
6v , all irreducible

representations of C6v will also be irreducible representations
of C ′′′

6v , in addition to new representations originating from
the nontrivial translations. The character tables of the groups
C ′′′

6v (hexagonal) and C ′′′
4v (square) are given in Tables IX and

Table VIII, respectively.
A different extended point group is obtained if the hexag-

onal lattice unit cell is tripled. In that case, the translations
T (�a1) ≡ t1, T (�a1 + �a2) ≡ t2 (i.e., a redefinition of the ti) are
added to the point group, leading to the group C ′′

6v . The
character table is obtained in the same way and can be found
in Ref. [38].

1. Lattice angular momentum basis functions

The lattice angular momentum form factor functions, used
in Sec. III B to express condensate functions, are given in
Tables VI and VII. Table VI lists the functions that transform
as representations of C6v and correspond to a triangular lattice
spanned by vectors �ai . Therefore, they apply to each sublattice
of the honeycomb lattice and describe next-nearest neighbor
for factors in that case.

Table VII lists the lattice angular momentum form factors
of the honeycomb lattice. These form factors correspond to
nearest-neighbor bonds. To make the hexagonal symmetry
transparent, they are written in the tight-binding gauge (see
Appendix A). When used in expressions for condensate
functions they should be multiplied with the gauge factor
ei�δ1·�k ≡ eiϕ(�k).

2. Character tables

For completeness and convenience, here we reproduce
the character tables of the extended point groups C4v (see
Table VIII) and C6v (see Table IX).

TABLE VIII. Character table of the point group C ′′′
4v . Translations t1 and t2 correspond to T (�a1) and T (�a2), respectively, and

t3 = T (�a1 + �a2). The conjugacy classes consist of the elements C ′′′
1 = {I }, C ′′′

2 = {t1,t2}, C ′′′
3 = {t3}, C ′′′

4 = {C2}, C ′′′
5 = {t1C2,t2C2}, C ′′′

6 = {t3C2},
C ′′′

7 = {C4,C
−1
4 ,t3C4,t3C

−1
4 }, C ′′′

8 = {t1C4,t1C
−1
4 ,t2C4,t2C

−1
4 }, C ′′′

9 = {σv1,σv2}, C ′′′
10 = {t1σv1,t2σv2}, C ′′′

11 = {t2σv1,t1σv2}, C ′′′
12 = {t3σv1,t3σv2},

C ′′′
13 = {σd1,σd2,t3σd1,t3σd2}, and C ′′′

14 = {t1σd1,t1σd2,t2σd1,t2σd2}. The character table is taken from Ref. [21]. Notation is altered with respect to
Ref. [21] to be consistent with the notation and definitions of this work.

Conjugacy class
Point group C ′′′

4v C ′′′
1 C ′′′

2 C ′′′
3 C ′′′

4 C ′′′
5 C ′′′

6 C ′′′
7 C ′′′

8 C ′′′
9 C ′′′

10 C ′′′
11 C ′′′

12 C ′′′
13 C ′′′

14

A1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
B1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
B2 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
E1 2 2 2 −2 −2 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A′
1 1 −1 1 1 −1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1

A′
2 1 −1 1 1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1

B ′
1 1 −1 1 1 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 1

B ′
2 1 −1 1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1 1 −1

E′
1 2 −2 2 −2 2 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

E2 2 0 −2 2 0 −2 0 0 −2 0 0 2 0 0
E3 2 0 −2 2 0 −2 0 0 2 0 0 −2 0 0
E4 2 0 −2 −2 0 2 0 0 0 2 −2 0 0 0
E5 2 0 −2 −2 0 2 0 0 0 −2 2 0 0 0
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TABLE IX. The point group C ′′′
6v . Translations t1 and t2 correspond to T (�a1) and T (�a2), respectively. t3 = T (�a1 + �a2). The irreducible

representations that arise as a consequence of the added translations are F1, F2, F3, and F4, all three dimensional.

C ′′′
1 C ′′′

2 C ′′′
3 C ′′′

4 C ′′′
5 C ′′′

6 C ′′′
7 C ′′′

8 C ′′′
9 C ′′′

10

Conjugacy class t1, t2 t1C2, t2C2 tiC3, tiC
−1
3 tiC6, tiC

−1
6 3σv , t1σv2 t1σv , t2σv 3σd , t2σd1 t1σd1, t3σd1

Point group I t3 C2 t3C2 C3, C−1
3 C6, C−1

6 t2σv3, t3σv1 t2σv2, t3σv2 t3σd2, t1σv3 t1σd2, t2σd2

C ′′′
6v t1σv3, t3σv3 t2σd3, t3σd3

A1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 1 1 1 1 − 1 −1 −1 −1
B1 1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1 −1
B2 1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 − 1 −1 1 1
E1 2 2 −2 −2 −1 1 0 0 0 0
E2 2 2 2 2 −1 −1 0 0 0 0

F1 3 −1 3 −1 0 0 1 −1 1 −1
F2 3 −1 3 −1 0 0 −1 1 −1 1
F3 3 −1 −3 1 0 0 1 −1 −1 1
F4 3 −1 −3 1 0 0 −1 1 1 −1
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